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SUMMARY
Forebody vortex control (FVC) techniques have been evaluated on a 6%-scale F/A-18
model in the NASA Ames 7 x 10-ft wind tunnel. Both static and rotary-balance
experiments were conducted. Results of the rotary-balance experiments are reported in
this volume (2) and static results are in V0lume 1. Techniques included jet and slot
blowing, rotatable miniaturized tip strakes and a unique tip-mounted vertical strake
(rhino horn). Forces and moments and surface static pressures at three fuselage
stations were measured. Reynolds numbers ranged from 0.387 to 0.636 x 106 based
on wing mean aerodynamic chord. Only the techniques that appeared to be the most
effective during the static tests were selected for the follow-on tests on the rotary-
balance rig. These techniques can be reviewed in Volume 1. Those chosen for the
rotary-balance tests were: (1) blowing jet located at F.S. 82.2, 150 ° azimuth from
windward and canted inboard 60 °, (2) blowing slot at the maximum half-breadth starting
at F.S. 59.8 and extending to F.S. 85.8, (3) single and dual rotatable nose-tip strakes,
and (4) pivotable vertical strake. The purpose of the rotary-balance tests was to
evaluate the various techniques under rotary-flow conditions comparable to those that
would be experienced by a full-scale aircraft rolling about the velocity vector at angles of
attack up to 60 ° at rates at least up to 70°/sec. For a 6%-scale model and velocity of
150 ft/sec, the maximum rotation rate of the rig was 200 rpm. An existing Ames rotary-
balance rig was refurbished and updated with new sting support hardware that allowed
angles of attack up to 60 ° and sideslip angles up to 600 , depending on angle of attack.
A new Macintosh-based data acquisition system using LabVIEW software was
developed specially for these tests. In general, the effectiveness of each of these
techniques for producing yawing moments was not diminished under rotary conditions.
The effectiveness of the jets is relatively unchanged at non-dimensional rotation rates of
e)b/2V up to 0.28. The slots behave only slightly different than the jets. While with jets
the increment observed at static conditions is relatively unchanged with rotation rate,
with slots, when the side of the forebody with blowing is rotated into the wind (right side
blowing and positive rotation), the effectiveness decreases somewhat compared to
static and when rotated away from the wind, it increases with rotation rate. The single
strake showed that a positive yawing moment increment at static conditions would
increase with positive rotation rate and decrease with negative rotation rate. This
behavior is just the opposite to the blowing slots. The effectiveness of the dual strakes
(with 150 ° spacing on the windward side of the forebody) with rotation direction is
opposite to that just clescr_ed for the single Strake and is more like the behavior
observed with the slot blowing. This opposite behavior With rotation rate is related to the
static characteristic of the dual strake producing a yawing moment in the opposite
direction to the single strake when rotating the strake(s) about the nose tip in the same
direction. The vertical strake behaves much like the single strake under rotary
conditions. The effects of Reynolds number on the effectiveness of all of the techniques
under rotary conditions is minimal. Selected pressure distributions measured on the
forebody and LEX showed clearly the effects of the various FVC techniques on the
model surface under rotary conditions and correlated well with the measured forces and
moments. Comparisons of baseline F/A-18 (without FVC) force and moment data with
an earlier rotary-balance test at NASA Langley showed reasonably comparable results
with the exception of axial force, which is due primarily to the differences in base-
mounting and top-mounting (Langley) of the model.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In order to provide for increased agility of existing and future fighter aircraft at high
angles of attack, including the ability to roll robustly about the velocity vector, advanced
aerodynamic control techniques are the focus of research in government laboratories as
well as in industry. One of the techniques that is receiving significant attention and
research resources is the technology of forebody vortex control.
The principal reason for the high interest in forebody vortex control technology is that it
offers a realistic potential solution to high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic control
deficiencies in the region where the vertical tail and conventional rudder become
relatively ineffective. Unfortunately, this ineffectiveness often occurs in the angle of
attack range for maximum lift and in the post stall regime where it is desirable to perform
velocity vector rolls. An illustration of this degradation and the potential advantage of
forebody vortex control is shown in Fig. 1. Without rudder power, other means are
needed to impart the required yawing moment and coordinated rolling moment to
produce a robust roll about the velocity vector. One means is with thrust vectoring, but
it is expensive, heavy and, obviously, depends on having adequate engine thrust
available.
An alternative, or perhaps complementary method, is through the controlled
manipulation of the forebody vortices, either by some mechanical system which
activates a strake or surface on the forebody, or by pneumatic means where the
vortices are influenced by blowing with jets or slots on the forebody surface at the
appropriate location. Control of the vortices provides the means for controlling the local
side force on the forebody and the resulting yawing (and sometimes rolling) moments of
the entire airframe.
The technology of forebody vortex control (FVC) was originated in the late 1970's and
early 1980's and has been actively pursued by many researchers since, as evidenced
by the examples of published work in Refs. 1 - 32. References 1 and 2 provide a
summary of the technology from its inception until 1991. References 3-31 show the
many and varied research investigations that have aggressively advanced our
knowledge of this technical area. Reference 32 is an updated review of most of the
published FVC research results from 1991 to early 1993. There are many research
programs still in progress, with some focused on demonstrating the utility of forebody
vortex control for specific aircraft, such as this report which documents forebody vortex
control research performed on an F/A-18 model.
Experiments have been conducted under an SBIR Phase !1 contract with NASA Ames
Research Center to evaluate several forebody vortex control techniques, including
mechanical and pneumatic, for the F/A-18 fighter configuration. The experiments
consisted of both static and rotary-balance tests in the Ames 7 x 10-ft low speed wind
tunnel. The results of the static and rotary-balance experiments are reviewed
individually in Volumes 1 and 2, respectively. Each of the two volumes stands alone,
with some of the same introductory and background material provided in both volumes.
Where required, reference is made from one volume to the other.
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In additionto the presentexperiments focused specifically on F/A-18 forebody vortex
control, there have also been numerous other experiments on the baseline F/A-18 that
are very useful for comparison to the baseline configuration data of the present
experiments. A very thorough data base has been documented in Ref. 33 by Erickson
et. al. with a 6% scale model. These experiments acquired forces and moments,
surface pressures, and extensive flow visualization. Reference 34 by Banks also
investigates the baseline F/A-18 with a 16% scale model with heavy emphasis on
surface oil flow studies.
The full-scale wind tunnel results reported in Refs. 8 and 18 show baseline F/A-18 data
as well as forebody vortex control data. There are also flight data (Refs. 35-37)
obtained at NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility on an F/A-18 (HARV)
documenting surface and off-surface flow visualization and surface pressures. Some of
these data are used in Volume 1 to compare to the static data from the present tests.
Comparisons are also made to previous baseline F/A-18 rotary-balance data reported in
Ref. 38, which were obtained in the NASA Langley Spin Tunnel.
1.1 FOREBODY VORTEX CONTROL TECHNIQUES
1.1.1 Pneumatic - Blowing Jets and Slots
The pneumatic techniques that have been investigated in the references and in the
Phase I studies for the F/A-18 consist mostly of blowing jets that are tangential to the
forebody surface or slots that are located near the forebody maximum half-breadth and
blow tangential to the surface towards the leeward side. Both techniques are designed
to alter the forebody vortices by controlling the behavior of flow separation and the
strength of the vortices.
Early experiments investigated blowing circular jets that were either pointed straight aft
or straight forward (Refs. 4-7, 9-11). Later experiments, specifically those conducted on
the X-29A configuration (Refs. 12 and 13), discovered that canting the jets inboard up to
60 ° from the centerline of the forebody and slotting the jets provided a significantly
higher forebody side force and yawing moment for the same blowing rate. With this
background of experimental data, the present experiments included the investigation of
forebody jets at several longitudinal and radial locations and with many different cant
angles.
Blowing slots with the flow directed tangential to the forebody surface towards the
leeward side were also included in the present tests. The slots were located at the
same radial locations as for previous full-scale F/A-18 experiments in the Ames 80
x120-ft wind tunnel. The length of the slot was varied to determine the minimum length
required to achieve the goals for producing yawing moments at high AOA. A detailed
description of the placement of jets and slots on the model for the present tests is
presented later in the discussion of the model.
1.1.2 Mechanical - Rotatable Tip Strakes, Vertical Nose Strake
The alternative to pneumatic systems is to influence the vortices by physically altering
the surface of the forebody with a movable strake of some type. An extensive data
baseexists for deflectable or retractable strakes on generic configurations (Refs. 3-7).
A major research effort has been underway at NASA-Langley for several years and,
most recently, full-scale wind tunnel tests were conducted in the Ames 80 x 120-ft wind
tunnel to investigate large hinged conformal strakes on the F/A-18 forebody. A brief
review of this work is discussed in Ref. 8. The mechanicalconcept that has been the
focus of the work in both the Phase I water tunnel tests and the present wind tunnel
tests for the F/A-18 utilizes miniaturized strakes that are fixed at the tip and are rotated
around the forebody longitudinal axis. The incentive for the rotating tip strakes is to
reduce the size of the physical surfaces required to influence the vortices sufficiently
that strakes could realistically be considered for practical application in a production
aircraft. The rotatable miniaturized strakes are described briefly in the review of the
Phase I water tunnel experiments and in more detail in the discussion of the present
wind tunnel tests.
The pivotable vertical nose strake is a small single strake mounted on the leeward
meridian line of the forebody near the forebody tip that pivots about an axis
perpendicular to the surface of the forebody, similar to a highly-miniaturized all-movable
vertical tail or rudder mounted on the nose tip. This is an alternative means of
manipulating the vortices with a very small surface without having to rotate the model
tip, but instead rotate (pivot) only the strake.
2.0 OBJE(_TIVES OF EXPERIMENTS
The objective of the work reviewed in the two volumes of this report was to investigate a
variety of FVC techniques in the NASA-Ames 7 x 10-ft wind tunnel specifically for the
F/A-18, including mechanical devices and pneumatic schemes. The preceding Phase I
studies were conducted in the Eidetics International Flow Visualization Water Tunnel
and are reviewed in detail in Refs. 17, 21, and 29. Results from the water tunnel tests
included both flow visualization and simultaneously measured yawing moments in
response to the various techniques for manipulating the forebody vortices.
Blowing was investigated with 1) nozzles that were tangential to the forebody leeside
surface, blowing aft and forward at various longitudinal and circumferential locations on
the forebody and 2) longitudinal slots that were located near the maximum half-breadth
of the forebody at various locations and with various lengths with the blowing sheet
directed towards the leeside, creating a "Coanda" effect to enhance flow attachment. In
addition, miniature forebody tip strakes, single and dual, that could be rotated to various
radial angles around the longitudinal axis of the model were also investigated. The
principle of the strakes was based on the well-known phenomena that the forebody
vortices and resulting forebody surface pressure distribution is highly sensitive to minute
geometry changes near the tip of srender forebodies at medium to high angles of attack.
The tip strakes are designed to take advantage of this sensitivity in a controlled manner.
Figure 2 shows a sketch of the F/A-18 forebody model representing some of the
techniques explored in the water tunnel. The model, consisting of only the front portion
as shown, was 6% scale and the jets and slots were placed in the model as shown.
The nose tip strakes were mounted on a rotatable tip section and could be remotely
rotatedby handduringthe watertunneltests. Thepivotalstrake(therhino-horn)was
pivotedmanuallyandset to differentangles.
An exampleof the effectof manipulatingthe forebodyvorticesisshowninFig. 3, where
the orientationof the leftand rightvorticeschanges with blowing from a slot on either
side of the forebody. This forced asymmetry creates a local forebody side force
producing a substantial yawing moment.
All methods, pneumatic and mechanical, were found to be effective in generating
controlled asymmetric vortices on the forebody and significant resulting yawing
moments. All of the methods influence the forebody flowfield, the vortices and resulting
moments by controlling flow separation on the surface of the forebody and vortex
strength. Controlling separation results in controlling the strength and location of the
resulting vortices. Maximizing the effectiveness of any of these methods will require an
optimization study to select the proper location and to understand the dependency of
the forebody forces on such parameters as blowing rate and direction and, for rotating
tip strakes, the proper size, location, and configuration, i.e., single or dual, including
spacing.
The results of the Phase I work showed clearly the potential merit of several techniques,
and the Phase II work was proposed to investigate these techniques further with wind
tunnel tests. The proposed wind tunnel tests were divided into two specific
investigations. The first was to perform static tests, and the second was to perform
rotary-balance tests to evaluate the effectiveness in the presence of a velocity-vector
roll motion, which is primarily what FVC will be used for in real flight. The static
experiments were performed in the NASA Ames 7 x 10-ft wind tunnel in the fall of 1992,
and were followed by rotary-balance tests in late 1992 and early 1993. The results of
the static tests are reported in Volume 1, and the rotary-balance results are presented in
Volume 2.
3.0 ROTARY-BALANCE WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS
Rotary-balance experiments determine the forces and moments of a model in a steady
rotational motion about the velocity vector at fixed angles of attack and sideslip. The
significance of this motion in the early days of rotary-balance testing was to simulate the
flow conditions associated with aircraft in a spin motion and determine whether the
moments were pro-spin or anti-spin in nature. This was an important test to establish
the spin characteristics of an aircraft and to investigate configuration changes to solve
any yaw/roll damping problems, if possible. This same motion, rotation around the
velocity vector, is now considered to be a key maneuver for enhanced agility in combat
for modern fighter aircraft. In order to properly assess the control power to produce a
robust velocity vector roll (known as a loaded roll because the aircraft is rolling with
significant lift forces due to angle of attack), it is necessary to not only determine the
yaw and roll moments statically, but dynamically at the appropriate roll rates.
The focus of the present rotary-balance wind tunnel experiments was to evaluate in a
rotary motion the best forebody vortex control techniques determined from the previous
static tests. The maximum rotation rate required in the wind tunnel is determined by
matchingthe non-dimensional roll rate, sometimes referred to as the "reduced rotation
rate" that is determined by the desired motion of a full-scale aircraft at typical flight
conditions. The non-dimensional roll rate is expressed as _b/2V, where _ is the
rotation rate (rad/sec), b is the wing span and V is the free stream velocity. If we
choose a typical condition for a full-scale F/A-18 as velocity-vector roll rate of 60°/sec
(up to 60 ° AOA) and free stream velocity of 150 ft/sec, then the non-dimensional
rotation rate around the velocity vector would be 0.1396. For higher velocities, the non-
dimensional parameter would be even less.
With the goal of reaching a non-dimensional rotation rate of 0.14 in the wind tunnel with
a 6%-scale model at tunnel speeds up to 150 ft/sec, the maximum required rotation rate
was 17.5 rad/sec or 168 rpm. As discussed later, the maximum rate of the rig during
the experiments was 200 rpm, which resulted in maximum non-dimensional rotation
rates of 0.175 for V=150 ft/sec.
3.1 FEASIBILITY STUDY TO REFURBISH EXISTING AMES ROTARY- BALANCE
RIG
The initial task in this part of the contract was to perform a feasibility study to determine
the level of effort in terms of time and cost required to refurbish the rotary-balance
apparatus last used in the Ames 6 x 6-Ft Wind Tunnel in 1984.
The rotary apparatus, as originally built, is shown in the schematic in Fig. 4. A hydraulic
motor is used to turn a shaft aligned parallel to the wind stream. The motor is supplied
with high pressure hydraulic fluid from a hydraulic power unit with a 10 gpm pump at
pressures up to 2200 psi. A pneumatic brake unit is provided as an emergency
stopping system and as a "parking" brake to hold the rig when working on the model. A
series of interchangeable stings was used to vary the angle of attack up to 30 °. A six-
component force and moment balance was mounted on the end of the sting. The
balance wires pass through the hollow shaft and the center of the motor. A set of slip
rings and brushes are used to transfer the signals to the non-rotating portion of the rig.
The rig rotational speed is measured by a tachometer generator unit and the rig radial
position is measured with a resolver. The rig has an electronic control system that
provides commands to a servo valve unit mounted on the bottom of the rig as shown.
The rig rotation speed is held constant at selected values with the tach generator signal
used as a feedback to the servo controller. For the present tests, no camera mount was
needed and the bent sting hardware was replaced by new hardware, described later in
Section 3.3.
One feature that was required for the present tests was to provide pressurized air to the
model. The rig was originally designed and built with this need in mind. A rotating seal
arrangement was constructed to allow pressurized air to be introduced at the fixed shaft
and, with a rotating seal, pass through to the interior of the rotating shaft. The air could
then exit at the end of the rotating shaft near the model, as desired. The seal was never
successfully tested and one of the critical tasks in refurbishing the rig was to provide a
seal that would work properly.
The focus of the feasibility study was on finding and identifying all of the mechanical,
hydraulic and electronic components of the rotary apparatus at Ames and to estimate
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the cost of makingthesystemoperationalagain. Thisstudywascompletedanda
separatereportwassubmittedinAugust1991documentingthe results. The
recommendationsfromthis studywerethat the rotary-balanceexperimentsshouldbe
pursuedandthat the developmentof the rotary-balanceapparatusand dataacquisition
hardwareand softwareappearedto be feasibleunderthe presentcontractwith
appropriatesupportrequiredincertainareasfromNASAAmes.
3.2 ROTARYBALANCEREHABILITATION
The initialstepto provideanoperationalrotary-balancesystemfor testingin theAmes7
x 10-ftwindtunnelwas to shipthe existingrotary-balanceequipment,includingrotary-
mechanismhardware,hydraulicpowersupplyandcontrolsinstrumentationto Eidetics
for assemblyandcheckoutin Eidetics'laboratory.The rotarymechanismwas
disassembled,cleanedand reassembled.Thehydraulicpowersupplywas installed
and run initiallywiththe existinghydraulicoil in the reservoirto flushthe plumbingand
thepumpand to collectanycontaminantsin the systemfilters. After severalhoursof
running,the hydraulicoil was replacedwithnewoil, all filterswere changedand the
system,includingthe hydraulicdrivemotoranda flushingblock,was runagain in
preparationfor operationwitha new servovalve (theold servovalvewasnot available
fromAmesanda newonehad to be purchased).Thecontrolsystemand servovalve
werethen installedand,aftera periodof familiarizationwiththe controlsystem
electronics,the systemwasoperatedwiththe controlsystemin command up to 200
rpm with no significant load on the motor.
Once the system was functioning as expected, the next, and crucial task, was to design
and implement the required rotating seals in the rotary mechanism to provide the means
for supplying high pressure air to the model for forebody blowing during rotation. The
original rig design had provisions for seals, but preliminary experiments at Ames several
years ago did not successfully demonstrate them to work. A new seal retainer ring was
designed by Eidetics to use Parker PolyPak seals to provide the required pressure
sealing capability (up to 100 psi) with the shaft rotating up to 200 rpm. The seals were
installed and tested. After experiencing some problems with the seals heating up and
loading the rotating system sufficiently to prevent the maximum 200 rpm rotation rate,
the seals were modified by removing the built-in O-ring. This change reduced the
friction of the seal on the rotating shaft without losing the ability to hold pressurized air
and solved the seal heating problem. For added assurance that the seal problem would
not return once the rig was installed in the wind tunnel, the seals were replaced with
nearly identical ones, but with an impregnated lubricant to further reduce the friction. As
a result of these efforts prior to the wind tunnel tests, the seals were never a problem
during the wind tunnel test.
3.3 NEW ROTARY HARDWARE
Use of the existing rotary-balance apparatus for these tests included a plan to design
and build new sting apparatus hardware for supporting the model on the rotary
hardware. The original hardware was designed for bodies of revolution, and angle of
attack could be varied only up to 30 ° by physically removing and replacing a bent sting
for each angle of attack. These stings were not suitable for the F/A-18 tests. The new
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hardwareshownin Fig.5 wasdesignedto providemanualchangesinangleof attack
and sideslipby movingand pinningthe stingassemblyto pre-drilledhole locations(every3°from 0° to 60°) on the C-strut. Anglesof sideslipat specificanglesof attack
areprovidedby rollingthe straightstingarounditsown axisin the strutarm in
combinationwith the appropriateanglesettingon theC-strut.
Followingdesignreviewsand approvalby Amespersonnelto verifythe designed
configurationfor functionalityandto demonstratethatthe newhardwaremetall safety
criteriafor testingin theAmes7 x 10-ftwindtunnel, EideticscontractedwithDynamic
EngineeringIncorporatedto constructthehardwarewhichwasdeliveredin May1992.
Photographsin Fig.6 showthe assembledrigmountedon the test standin Eidetics'
Laboratory.Alsoshownare the hydraulicpumpapparatusand theprotectiveshield
aroundthe rig. The rig isstaticallybalancedaroundtherotationaxisbyadding
calibratedweightsto the endof the appropriatearm. Oncethe rigwasdeclared
operationalwith rotationratesup200 rpm,the refurbishmentwasdeclaredcompleted
and the rigwasavailablefor thewindtunneltests.
It shouldbenotedthat thenew modelsupporthardwarefor the rotaryrigwasdesigned
veryconservativelyfor operationat 200 rpm. Later, ina rotary-balancetestonan
AGARDgenericfightermodelimmediatelyafter theF/A-18tests, the rigwasclearedto
runat a maximumof 350 rpm,a speedthatcouldbeconsideredas a practical
maximumspeedfor any futuretests.
A completedescriptionof the newrotary-rigsystemandhardwareandthe operational
procedurescanbe foundin the "SystemDescriptionand OperationalProcedures
Manual"deliveredto Ameswiththe rig inNovember1992.
4.0 MODEL AND MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
4.1 MODEL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The model for these experiments is a new 6% scale model designed and built by
Eidetics International. The model exterior lines were determined by borrowing the
Navy/McAir 6%-scale force and moment steel model to make a pattern and permanent
mold. From this mold, a fiberglass shell with an accurate external shape was
fabricated. The forebody part of the mold was then also used to make several forebody
(nose portion only) model pieces.
The model structural design was required to accommodate the loads of both the static
test and the rotary-balance tests. The fiberglass shell of the model attaches to a
structure that consists of base plates, six aluminum bulkheads and stringers. The
structural center of the model is a stainless steel balance block with mounting tabs for
the wing and the base plates. The wings have a steel core to carry the aerodynamic
loads, and the airfoil shape is built up with wood and fiberglass around the structural
center. The leading and trailing-edge flaps and ailerons were a! I deflectable; however,
the test was conducted with the leading edge flaps only in the maneuver position (34 °)
and the trailing-edge flaps undeflected. The ailerons were tested in the plus and minus
10 ° positions to estimate roll control power. The vertical tails have an aluminum core
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and ruddersthat canbedeflectedplusand minus30°. The horizontal tails were fixed at
0° for the entire test. Photographs in Fig. 7 show the model structure, components, and
the assembled model.
4.2 REMOVABLE FOREBODIES
The nose section of the model was removable so that different forebody vortex control
devices could be studied by replacing the nose section (See Fig. 8). The baseline
configuration was an unmodified nose cone (Fig. 8a) that is identified as the "clean
nose." There were five blowing jet positions, three of which were at 135 ° azimuth from
the windward meridian, at three fuselage stations (noses 1, 2, 3). The middle position (x
= 0.93 inches model scale) corresponded to the furthest aft fuselage station that was
tested in the 1992 test of the F/A-18 in the 80x120 Foot Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames
(Refs. 8 and 18). The furthest aft position (x = 1.30 inches) corresponds to 0.5
equivalent nose diameters aft of the nose tip. At this fuselage station, in addition to the
jet at 135 °, there were jets at 150 ° and 120 ° (noses 4 and 5). All of the nozzles, except
the furthest forward, had the ability to rotate to any desired angle in order to try to
duplicate the success of Guyton (see Ref. 12).
In addition to the jet blowing noses, there was a slot blowing nose. The slotted nose
was a challenge to build at this scale. The slot width was held to a reasonably constant
width with small metal shims between each of the four segments A,B,C and D (Fig. 8b).
Unlike the full scale aircraft, size constraints made it impossible to have separate supply
pressure lines to each slot segment. Instead, the interior of the nose was made into two
plenums, one for the left side and one for the right, that supplied all of the segments.
The slot size tested was 0.006 inches wide with a length of 2.58 inches beginning 0.56
inches from the nose tip. This was the slot configuration that showed the highest
effectiveness in the 1992 test of the F/A-18 in the 80x120 Foot Wind Tunnel at NASA
Ames (Refs. 8 and 18). Different slot lengths were tested by taping over portions of the
slot.
In addition to the pneumatic control systems, several mechanical miniaturized strake
configurations were tested. The first type of control scheme was the rotating nose tip
strake. The strakes were implemented as a single strake or as dual strakes (fixed-pair
rotating together) on the very front of the nose cone, as shown in Fig. 8c. Two strake
sizes were tested; the one depicted in Fig. 8c is the small strake and the one referred to
as large strake in the Results Section has the same length but twice the width. The
strakes rotate about the axis of the radome, driven by a 12 Volt electric motor turning at
1 rpm. The position of the strakes is measured by a potentiometer geared to the motor
shaft. An additional nose piece with a miniature vertical nose strake is shown in Fig. 8d.
Although similar in shape to the rotating nose tip strakes, the vertical nose tip strake is
mounted on the leeward meridian line of the forebody and pivots about an axis
perpendicular to the surface of forebody.
4.3 MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
The detailed design of the model was significantly influenced by the placement of
instrumentation and sensors. The model has a very high density of instrumentation,
including a multi-port electronic scanning pressure module, pressure ports and tubing,
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unsteadypressuretransducers,pneumaticcontrolvalves,plenumpressuretransducers
andthermocouples,dc motorandpotentiometerfor the rotatingtip strakes,etc. in
additionto the basic6-componentforceand momentbalance(Fig.9a). The model
volumeis quitesmall,andthe challengeof placingallof theplannedinstrumentationin
the modelwas significant.
The aerodynamicforcesactingon themodelweremeasuredusinga 1.5 inchTask
Mark liE six componentinternalstraingagebalance. Theseforcemeasurementswere
usedto calculatethe standardbodyandstabilityaxiscoefficients.
A System8400(by PressureSystems,inc.) electronicallyscannedpressureacquisition
systemwas usedto controla 64port (ESP-64)modulein the model. Themodelwas
designedfor a 48port module,but the 64portwasthe onlyone availableandthe
additionalsizedid notcauseanyproblems.Figure9b showsthe locationof the 48
pressuretaps on the model. Thethreefuselagestations(F.S. 142,253,and357 full
scale)thatwere usedcorrespondedto locationsusedfor the80X120testandthe F/A-
18HARVexperiments.An extracomplexitywasaddedforthe rotarytest becausethere
wasnoway to passthe PSI referencepressureacrossthe rotatinginterface(without
additionaldesignof anotherpneumaticslipring). Thebackside(reference)of the PSI
modulewas teed to an absolutepressuretransducerinsidethemodelwhichwas left
opento the modelcavitypressure. Knowingthemodelcavitypressureandthe
atmosphericpressure,thepressurereadingsin the PSIsystemwerethencorrectedto
the propervalue.Thecalibrationlineswere attachedwithquickdisconnectlinesto allow
calibrationof the PSIsystemtransducerswhenthe rigwasnotspinning. Thelineswere
thendisconnectedandtapedto the rotatingpartof thesupportfor testing.
The pneumaticforebodyvortexcontrolsystemconsistedof a pair (rightand left)of two-
positionvalvesto turntheflowon andoff remotely,and a pair of largediameter
plenumswitha total pressureprobeandtransducer,and a thermocouple.These
measurementswereusedto determinethe isentropicflowconditionsat the jet or slot
exit. Basedonpreviousexperienceat NASA,a flowcalibrationwasperformedon both
thejet andslot configurations.Usinga highlyaccurate(0.i gram)Toledoscaleanda
regulatedair supplytank,thetrue masschangewasusedto calibratebothan Omega
volumetricflowmeterandthe model'splenum(whichusedisentropicassumptions).
Theflowmeterwasfoundto be ingoodagreement(3percent)withthe measured
changein mass,but the isentropicequationsfor theplenumrequiredsignificant
correctionin the formof a "dischargecoefficient"(onthe orderof 0.70). Operationof




5.1 WIND TUNNEL DESCRIPTION
The Ames 7 x 10-ft wind tunnel is a closed-throat, single return atmospheric tunnel with
about 10% air exchange accomplished by a ventilating tower. The tunnel is powered by
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a single8-blade,8.5m(28ft) diameterfandrivenby a 1600HPsynchronousmotor
locatedin the nacellein the returnpassage.
5.2 ROTARY-BALANCEINSTALLATION
Sincethe rotaryrighadneverbeenoperatedin the 7 x 10-fttunnel,a newsupport
structureto mountthe rig in the test sectionhadto bedesignedandbuilt byAmes. This
structurealongwith the rotary-balancerigareshownin the drawingsinFig. 10and are
alsoshownin the photographsin Fig. 11. The rotaryapparatus was mounted in the end
of the circular pipe supported by the large A-frame stand. The hydraulic pump system
was located under the test section. The hydraulic and electrical lines were routed to the
rig along the top of the cylinder. The balance and instrumentation wires were routed to
the model through the center of the cylinder.
5.3 TEST CONDITIONS
The test was run at a dynamic pressure of 27 psf (approximately 150 ft/sec) and
Reynolds number of 0.92 x 106 per foot. A few runs were made at a dynamic pressure
of 10 psf (90 ft/sec) and R= 0.56 x 106 per foot to explore Reynolds number differences
and, consequently, extending the maximum non-dimensional rotation rate to a higher
value (up to 0.28).
6.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION SYSTEM
The data collection system used for the rotary test was a stand alone, Macintosh based
system. The Macintosh based data acquisition system was chosen for several reasons.
First, NASA Ames is beginning to use more of this type of system for both data
acquisition and instrument control (via the GPIB interface). Secondly, the check out of
the rotary balance system was to be done at Eidetics. With a Macintosh system in-
house, the entire system could be exercised prior to moving it to NASA for the test.
Finally, because Eidetics personnel were not located close to the NASA programmers, it
was felt that there would be less chance of error and more flexibility for modifications
and updates if they were done in-house by Eidetics. This has proven to be a wise
choice.
6.1 DATA ACQUISITION HARDWARE
The data acquisition system consisted of a Macintosh Ilfx with 32 MB of RAM, a 300 MB
hard drive, a PLI 88 MB removable hard drive, a 21 inch 8 bit Cal Comp monitor, an
Asante Ethernet card, an uninteruptable power supply, a LaserWriter IIg printer, a NB-
MIO-16XL-18 Analog to Digital (A/D) card, a NB-DMA-2800 Direct Memory Access
(DMA) card, and an SCXl signal conditioning system (one SCXI-1001 chassis and four
-1121 modules). The assembled system is shown in Fig. 12a. The software used was
primarily National Instruments' LabVIEW 2.2.1 with some stand alone code (LabVIEW
calls these Code Interface Nodes, or CINs) written in Think C 5.0.2. The Ethernet
handling was done with NCSA Telnet and MacTCP. Plotting of the data was done using
KaleidaGraph.
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Thisdataacquisitionsystemwas designed to process 16 channels of transducer input
of various types. As shown below, the system handled strain gages, thermocouples,










forward normal force gage (N1)
aft normal force gage (N2)
axial force gage (AX)
forward side force gage ($1)
aft side force gage ($2)
rolling moment gage (RM)
rig rotation speed (w)
pod roll angle
8 left blowing pressure
9 right blowing pressure
10 blowing temperature
11 internal ref press
13 tunnel total pressure (PT)
14 tunnel static pressure (PS)
15 tunnel total temperature (TT)
16 barometric pressure
The signals from the transducers used were first passed through the slip ring and then
sent through the SCXl signal conditioning chassis (see Fig. 13). The chassis had four
SCXl-1121 modules installed which each had four channels of isolation amplifiers with
their own excitation voltages. The gains were jumper selectable on the modules, which
meant that changing gains after the beginning of the test was kept to a minimum. The
signals were multiplexed together in the chassis processor and passed as Channel 0
input to the NB-MIO-16XL-18, 16 bit analog to digital board in the Macintosh. This
signal was then passed to the computer through an NB-DMA-2800 Direct Memory
Access board that was also installed in the Macintosh.
6.2 DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
LabVIEW is a graphical programming environment written by National Instruments (see
Ref. 39) that translates a graphical flow representation of a system (Fig. 12c) into 'C'
code and compiles it. The system proved to be very flexible and easy to use. The one
exception to this was the input and output of text files for documenting the data taken.
There was only one instance where the built in functions were not adequate to perform
the necessary data manipulation. This problem was solved by using a code interface
node to read a small 'C' program that sorted rotary tare data.
The routines written for LabVIEW (called Virtual Instruments, or VIs) are written to be
callable from one central panel named "Eidetics Main Panel" (Fig.s 12b and c). When
this panel is started, it gives the user the option of loading in all the global variables from
a default file, or selecting the file of their choice to read the globals from. In almost all
cases the default (assorted GLOBALS: global file) should be used because it will
contain the most recent values from the previous run. Once this panel is running, the
user has several options to choose from which access the main portions of the program.
The program is broken up into several major pieces: data acquisition, zero and span
correction, balance handling, transducer handling, weight tares, rotary tares, coefficient
calculation, and all file input/output. These different pieces are called essentially as
subroutines during the appropriate operations. For example, taking a data point will
require most of the routines mentioned and will create a raw data file and an
engineering units file. Figures 12d and 12e show the front panels used to monitor the
signals that are to be acquired.
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6.2.1 TheAcquisitionof Data
The LabVIEWprogramwasusedto tell the datasystemwhento take dataand provided
all of the inputparametersneededto configurethe systemsuchas data rate,channels
to scanandgainsettings. TheVirtualInstrument(VI)that iscalledto do all data
acquisitiontasks iscalled"acquireSCXl16chan." ThisVI beginsthe dataacquisition
processand is then responsiblefor makingsenseoutof the multiplexedstreamof data
that it receivesthroughChannel0 of theA/D converter.TheVI returnsa two
dimensionalarrayof datathat includesthe channelnumbersof the data in the sample
andthe rawvoltagesthat werereadfor eachchannel. At this pointthe datahavebeen
adjustedfor the individualchannelgains,but notfor thesteadystatezeros,so it
indicatesthetrue voltagefromthe transducer.
6.2.2 Zeroand SpanCorrection
The handlingof the zerosandspancorrectionwasdonein the samemannerasthe
NASAAmesStandardWindTunnelSystem(SWTS)and mostof thefiles that were
usedarefound in the folder"Zerosand Cals." Figure12jshowsthefront panelthat
controls the acquisition of zeros and cals.' The methodology explained in Ref. 40
involves taking data before each run and comparing it to similar values obtained during
the transducer calibrations. The basic form of the correction equation (Equation 4 in
Ref. 40) is as follows:
REFx
CX=( C TSxcAL_C TSxzERo) ( c TSx'C TSxzER°)
The terms with CTS refer to Beckman counts, which in our case is really raw voltage.
The term "REFx" is the span (cal - zero) that was recorded in the calibration lab for a
particular transducer. The term "CTSxzero" means that this term was taken at the
beginning of the run in a static unloaded condition. The subscript "CTSxcal" refers to
the point taken at the beginning of the run where the signal leads of the transducers
were shorted across a known shunt resistor that was used during the calibration.
"CTSx" is the uncorrected voltage while "CTSxzero" is the data zero.
In order to keep track of these terms for all of the 16 channels, global arrays (file
"zero/rcal global 16") were used that could be accessed from any subroutines. These
arrays, along with most of the other global variables, are stored in the file "assorted
globals: global file" and when used in conjunction with a data run they are also stored in
a file in the "Z&R Data" folder which is used if any post processing is required.
6.2.3 Balance Handling
The files associated with the balance are found in the folder "Balance Stuff." In addition
to the corrections to the voltage described above, in the Zero and Span Correction
section, another term called the bias is added to the equation. The purpose of this term
is to make sure that the balance calibration is entered in the correct portion of the curve
when the balance is initially loaded when the zeros are taken. This happens regularly
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whenthe modelis mountedon the balance.This ishandledin the samewayasthe
NASAAmesStandardWindTunnelSystem(SVMTS)and canbe seenin Equation5 of
Ref.40.
Theamountof voltagein the biastermthat is addedintothe equationmustbe
subtractedbackout, inengineeringunits,afterthe balancecalibrationhasbeenapplied.
Inadditionto the primarybalancecalibrationterms,a set of interactionsbetweenthe
gagesisapplied inan iterativemanner. ThisprocedureisdescribedinRef.40. The
LabVIEWroutinesthatare usedto do thebalancehandling,particularly"balanceeu 3.0
withoutread," "interactionsread2.0"and"balanceinteractions3.0,"were obtainedfrom
NASAAmesandwere checkedout thereto assurethat theyprovidethe correct
interactions.
6.2.4 TransducerHandling
The calibrationsfor thetransducerswereappliedto thecorrectedvoltagesby usinga
polynomialof up to fifthorder. The informationfor thecalibrationsis storedina file
called "XDCRCalibFile"andthe onlyway to changethis file is to edit it witha word
processor. Whilethe mainprogramisrunning,theonlyoptionavailableto the useris to




Weighttaresareonlynecessarysothatthe weightcanbeaccountedfor whenthe rig is
not rotating.This is determinedby theprogrambylookingat the rotationspeedduring
thecalculationof the finalcoefficients.The choicewasmadeto use the samemethod
as SWTSfor Bias readingsto accountfor theweight. Thismeantthatthe weighttares
werenot usedto processthedata,but insteadwere usedfor a referenceto checkthe
magnitudeof the Biascorrections.Aftera significantmodelchange,the modelwas
positionedat 0°,90°,180° and270° to provideenoughdatato redundantlysolvefor the
modelweightand centerof gravity(CG). Theweighttareprogramusesthefollowing
equations:
-A= NFo+NAo
W - - - Srl + SA1




Nr2 + NA2 (Nro+ NAo) tan O
-R1
ZCG .._ _
The symbols N, S, A and R refer to the balance forces in the direction of Normal, Side,
Axial, and Roll. The subscript F indicates the forward gage while A is the aft gage. The
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pitchangle0 is set bythe 'C' strut. Thenumericalsubscriptindicatesthepointnumber
of the weighttarewhere0 is upright,1 is rolled90° andso on. To increaseaccuracy,
the datafrom point0 and 2 wereaveraged,aswere points1and3, and usedin the
equations shown.
The equations above calculate the weight and cg in several different ways, but it is up to
the user to determine which method will yield the most accurate answer for a given
configuration. For example, if the model is level, the axial gage will not provide a
reasonable number for the model weight. However, if the model is at an angle of 30 ° or
more, the axial force gage will provide the best answer for weight because the Task 1.5
Mark lie has a 100 pound axial force gage but two 500 pound gages in the normal force
direction. Therefore, the user must be aware of these sensitivities when selecting the
method to use for each weight tare. Figure 12i shows the LabVIEW front panel for the
weight tare processor.
6.2.6 Rotary Tares
Acquiring force and moment data from a rotary-balance is similar to standard methods
for acquiring data for static tests. The main exception is the need to account for wind-off
inertial loads generated by the model during rotation. Basically, the model will impart
forces and moments to the balance during rotation because of the centrifugal force
effects, The following equations describe the moments that are generated:
L = (o2(sin,B)(sina)(cos_6)(lv-lz)
N : oJ2(sin_)(coso_)(cos_)(Ix-lr)
Because the inertias and angles (sting and model deflect slightly under load) are not
known precisely, inertial loads must be measured experimentally with the wind off and
then subtracted from the wind-on data. For each unique model configuration and
attitude on the rig, there must be a wind-off tare to subtract from the wind-on
measurements. If the wind-off measurements are to be only those forces contributed by
the model mass moments of inertia, then, in principal, the tares must be conducted with
the tunnel at vacuum. This is not possible, so the compromise is to measure the forces
and moments with the rig rotating in both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions
and then the two sets of measurements are averaged. While this is not the same as
acquiring the tares at vacuum where there is no influence on the rotation model from
surrounding air, it is a good approximation where the influence of ambient air on side
force, yawing moment, and rolling moment from equal but opposite rotations tend to
cancel each other. Normal force, pitching moment and axial force are not canceled by
opposite rotation directions but the ambient air effects are usually small enough to be
ignored.
The method for testing is to acquire a rotating tare (using LabVIEW panel in Fig. 12g)
prior to each run where either the model is changed or the angle of attack and sideslip
have changed. To do this, the model is spun at a number of different rotation speeds, in
both directions, and data are recorded for each one. Each balance gage's force output
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is thenplottedagainstthe rotationspeedsquaredand a polynomialcurvefit is
calculated.The VI "CurveFitSelector"(Fig. 12h)allowsthe userto plot thedataon the
screenandchangethe orderof curvefit until it appearsto matchthe data in an
acceptablemanner. A curvefor the averageof the positiveandnegativespindirection
curvefits is thencreated. The userstepsthroughall six balancecomponentsandafter
all the curvefitsareselected,the programstoresall of the "average"curvefit
informationintoa rotarytarefile. Whenthedatafor awind-onrunare reduced,the
rotarytarefile is readand a forceor momentis derivedfromthe polynomialequation
that is thensubtractedfromthewind-ondata. It shouldbenotedthat becausethe
choicewasmadeto use the SWTStypeBiassystemto staticallyremovethe model
weightas a zero,all of the balancereadingsfor a rotatingrunwillhavetheir averages
offsetby this Bias. Becauseboth therotarytareand thewind-ondatahad the same
offset (in the formof the zero), it wassubtractedoutwhenthe rotarytare wasapplied.
7.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data presented in this report are in the form of the longitudinal and lateral-
directional force and moment coefficients (6 in all) plotted against the non-dimensional
rotation parameter, eb/2V, in both clockwise (+) and counter-clockwise (-) directions.
Data were also acquired at zero rotation rate. The maximum rotation rate was 200 rpm
(20.93 rad/sec). For the tests at a dynamic pressure of q=27 psf (velocity of 150 ft/sec
and Rn = 0.636 x 106), the maximum non-dimensional rotation rate is 0.175. For the
few runs at q=10 psf (velocity of 90 ft/sec and Rn = 0.387 x 106), the maximum non-
dimensional rotation rate is 0.28. Unless otherwise noted in the figure or in the figure
titles, the Reynolds number based on wing mean aerodynamic chord is 0.636 x 106.
7.1 BASELINE CONFIGURATION
The rotary-balance data in this section document the tests on the basic configuration
(without forebody vortex control methods active), including the effects of pressurizing
the blowing lines to check for balance interference, rudder deflection, and sideslip
angles. The data at zero rotation rate are also checked against the data acquired
during the static test to determine if there are any significant differences due to the
different sting mounting arrangement and, generally, to check for repeatability. The
effects of rotation rate on forebody vortex control techniques are discussed in sections
following this one.
7.1.1 Force and Moment Coefficients
As in the static tests, the model was installed on the rotary rig with a tube along the sting
into the interior of the model to carry pressurized air to the forebody for the blowing jets
and slots. To check for possible influence of the tube on the balance readings when
pressurized, a simple test was performed over the range of rotation with and without
pressure (with no flow through the control valves in the model, i.e., no flow out of the
forebody). Figure 14 shows the comparison and, clearly, the influence of the
pressurized tube is negligible.
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The zero rotation rate datum point was also compared to the data taken previously
during the static test. The mounting arrangements for the model are different for these
two cases and it is useful to be aware of any differences. Also, rotary-balance data
were taken on a 1/10th scale model of an F-18 in the NASA Langley Spin Tunnel in
1984 (NASA CR 3608, Ref. 38). Figures 15 to 18 show the comparisons between the
various sets of data at angles of attack of 30 ° , 45 °, 50°(51 ° ) and 60 °. Generally,
agreement between the static and rotary data is excellent. The present rotary data
compare quite favorably to the previous NASA results, particularly the slopes of the
coefficients with rotation rate. There are some offsets in axial force, which is the least
accurate of all of the force measurements and is quite dependent on the means of
mounting. For the present tests the model is mounted through the base, and in the
Langley tests it is mounted through the top in front of the vertical tails. At 50 ° and 60 °,
there are some offsets in yawing moment and side force, likely due to slight differences
in the symmetry characteristics of the forebody flow, and there is a small difference in
the slope of the rolling moment with rotation rate. The differences are considered to be
small considering the data were taken in different tunnels with different models and very
different mounting arrangements.
The effectiveness of a full rudder deflection (trailing edge left) over the rotation rate
range is shown in Figs. 19 to 21 for angles of attack of 45 ° , 51 ° and 60 °. As expected,
the rudder does very little above 45 ° and the incremental forces and moments are
constant for all rotation rates.
The effects of -10 ° sideslip (nose right) are shown in Figs. 22 to 24 for angles of attack
of 45 °, 51 o and 60 °. The change in the lateral-directional coefficients are as expected
for a nose right sideslip and the incremental changes are nearly non-variant with
rotation rate.
7.1.2 Pressure Distributions
Pressure measurements were made on the forebody and the LEX at the three fuselage
stations shown in Fig. 9b. These stations were chosen to match some of the locations
of pressure taps in the full-scale F/A-18 model tested in the Ames 80 x 120-Ft Wind
Tunnel (Refs. 8 and 18) and in the flight test F/A-18 HARV. Only the results from 51 °
AOA at the two forward fuselage stations (F.S. 142 and 253) are presented here.
Figure 25a shows the "clean nose" configuration at 51 ° AOA as measured in the static
test versus the rotary test. (Note the static data were actually obtained at o_= 50°.) The
agreement between data for the two tests for the forward fuselage station is very good.
The forebody pressures (at F.S. 142) are seen to be very symmetric about the
geometric plane of symmetry, which is consistent with the side force and yawing
moment measurements that show nearly zero values for the same angle of attack
range. The forebody cross section at this fuselage station is slightly elliptic with the
major axis in the vertical direction. The peak suction at all angles of attack is in the
vicinity of a radial angle of 70 ° to 80 ° from the windward stagnation line. The Reynolds
number based on the width of the forebody cross section at this point (2.1 inches at 6%
scale) is 0.161 x 10 6 which means that the flow is most likely laminar in character.
There is no surface grit to artificially trip the boundary layer. The pressure distributions
indicate that the location for primary separation is near a radial angle of approximately
120 ° to 130 °. There is no evidence of a strong suction peak on the leeward side due to
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the primaryvortexflow reattachment,as is oftenseenin flowsat higherReynolds
numbers.
Thepressuredistributionon the LEX(F.S.253)showsverygoodagreementon the
lowersurface(the unfairedpoints),buta smalldifferencein the magnitudeof the
suctionappearson thetop of the LEX(thefairedpoints). Thedata fromthe rotary
balancetestswere acquiredat o_= 51° andthe datafromthe statictestwereacquired
at o_= 50°. Thestaticdata inVolume1 (Fig.28b) showedthat the lowersurface
pressureson the LEXarenearlyinsensitiveto angleof attack;however,thedifference
betweenthe uppersurfacepressuresbetweeno_= 50° and (z= 55° is substantial.The
differenceobservedin the presentfigurebetweeno_= 50° and e = 51° isconsistentwith
the trend in the staticdata in Fig.18b.
Figure25b showsthe effectof rotationon the forebodyand LEXpressuredistributions.
Theforebody(F.S.142)is nowmovingina circularpatternthat is producingthe
equivalentto a localsideslipcondition.Themostobviouseffect is the increasein the
pressuresuctionpeakon theleewardsideof the bodyandthedecreaseon the
windwardside. The symmetricsuctionpeakshavemovedfrom radialanglesof 80° and
280° azimuthto approximately50° and250° azimuthfor negativecoand 110° for
positiveco.Integrationof the pressuredistributionswouldshowthatthe forebody,at
leastat this fuselagestation,providesananti-spininputas expected. The pressure
distributionsfor thepositiveandnegativerotationsarenearlymirrorimages.
Theeffectof rotationon theLEXis lessdramaticbecauseit iscloserto the spinaxis
and thereforehas a lowerrelativevelocity. Figure25bshowsthe LEXpressures(F.S.
253) alsoproducea smallanti-spincontribution.Thewindwardsideof the LEX
experiencesan increaseinpressurewhilethe leewardside showsan increasein
suction(morenegativepressure).The pressuredistributionson the LEXarealso near
mirrorimagesfor positiveandnegativerotationdirections.
7.2 JET BLOWING
Resultsfromthe statictests (Volume1)showedclearlythatthe bestcandidatetested
withjets was the configurationdesignatedNOSE4 - 60° INBOARD.Thisconfiguration
has thejets located1.3inchesfromthenosetip (F.S.82.2on full-scaleF/A-18)at a
radialangleof 150° as showninFig.8, andthe nozzlesarecanted60° inboard. The
rotary-balancetestsconcentratedon this configuration.Onerunwasmadewith the jets
mountedflushwiththe forebody(NOSE6 - 60° INBOARD)at 51oAOAto assessthe
differenceineffectivenessbetweenflushmountednozzlesand nozzlesabovethe
surfacewith thebottomedgeadjacentto theforebodysurface(aswereall the nozzles
exceptNOSE6). Inorderto assesstheeffectsof Reynoldsnumber,runswerealso
madeat a reduceddynamicpressure(q=10psf insteadof 27 psf)resultingin a
Reynoldsnumberdecreasefrom0.92x 106perfoot to 0.56x 106perfoot (0.636X 106




The effectsof rotationrateon NOSE4-60° INBOARDat anglesof attackof 30°, 45°,
51° and 60° areshownin Figs.26 to 29. At30° AOAthe effectof jet blowingis small,
asobservedin thestatictests. There is littlevariationin the effectivenesswith rotation
rate,with theexceptionof rollingmoment.The rollingmomentindicatesthat the
blowinghasalmostno effectat positiverotationratesbut definitelyshowsa differential
betweenleft andrightblowingat zeroandnegativerotationrates. Thedifferentialdoes
notchangemuch,however,withchangingnegativerotationrates. Why it only appears
for negativerotationratesand notpositiveis notknown. At 30° AOA(Fig.26), there is
a verysensitiverelationshipbetweentheforebodyand LEXvortices. Any small
asymmetryin the forebodyvorticeshasa significantinfluenceon the LEXvortices,
particularlythe longitudinallocationof vortexburst,whichin turn hasa largeeffecton
wing lift. A smallasymmetryinLEXvorticescouldsignificantlyaffectthe flowon the
wingsandappearas differentrollingmoments.
At 45° AOA(Fig.27), therearemoresignificanteffectsof the jet blowingon the side
force,yawingand rollingmoments,sincetheforebodyvorticesarestronger.The effects
of blowingat variousrates,left and right,onsideforceandyawingmomentarenot
appreciablychangedby rotation.Therollingmomentshowsa morecomplex
dependencyonblowingrateand rotationrate. Generally,the slopesof the various
curvesaresimilar,but the levelof rollingmoment,particularlyfor theright sideblowing
cases,with rotationrate is notwellbehaved.Thedirectionof the rollingmoment
incrementrelativeto thebaselinewith right-sideblowingdependson the leveland
directionof the rotation. Left sideblowingdoesnot appearto havethischaracteristic.
Again,as discussedabovefor 30° AOA,the LEXflow field isquite interactivewith the
forebodyflow fieldand is verysensitiveand responsiveto anyasymmetricinfluences
from upstreamflow.
At51° AOA(Fig.28), there is increasedeffectivenessof the jet blowingon the side
force andyawingmomentandsignificantlydecreasedeffecton the rollingmoment,
demonstratingthedecouplingof the forebodyflow field andthe LEXflowfield at higher
anglesof attack. The LEXvorticesareburstingat the LEXapexat thisangleof attack
and there is little contributionof the LEXto lift or rollingmoment,evenif theforebody
vorticesareasymmetric.Thechangein sideforceandyawingmomentincrementswith
rotationare minimal.
At 60° AOA(Fig.29), there is lessinfluenceof jet blowingon sideforceandyawing
momentthanat 45° and51°.Becausethereare fourblowingratesrightand left,the
datahave beensplit up to showrightand leftblowingeffectsonseparateplots.The
directionof the incrementsareas expectedbut the magnitudeof the incrementsismore
variantwith rotationratethanat the loweranglesof attack. This increasedvarianceis,
perhaps,not too surprisingsinceat 600AOAtheforebodyvorticeshavea stronger
tendencyto beasymmetricand,therefore,are moredifficultto control at all rotation
rates and consequent local flow angles at the forebody tip. It is interesting to note that
at 60 ° AOA, the higher blowing rates contribute a nose-down pitching moment
increment that decreases in magnitude with rotation rate.
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The effectsof a sideslipangleof -10° (noseright)are illustratedin Figs.30 to 32 for
anglesof attackof 45°, 51° and60°. Thesideslipanglecausesthebaselinedataat
zerosideslipto shiftas shown. This incrementalshift in the baselinewasshownearlier
(Figs.22 to 24) to be invariantwith rotationrate. Theincrementsin sideforceand
yawingmomentcontributedbythe blowingjetsarealso relativelyunaffectedby rotation
ratewith,perhaps,a minorexceptionat 60° AOAshowninFig. 32. At thisangleof
attack,the yawingmomentincrementisquitesmallfor left-sideblowingand appearsto
improveslightlyat largenegativerotationrates. The right-sideblowingis somewhat
moreeffectiveanddoesnot dependstronglyon rotationrate. Rollingmomentis, as
seenin previousfigures,moredifficultto characterize,probablybecauseof the
tendencytowardsmorenaturallyasymmetricflowsat thisangleof attackandthe
complicationsof forebodyflowsinteractingwiththe rest ofthe airframeat sideslip.
In orderto evaluateReynoldsnumbereffects,eventhoughovera smallrange,a few
testswere performedat a reduceddynamicpressure(q)of 10psf (Rn=0.378x 106
insteadof 0.636x 106). Comparisonsof dataat bothReynoldsnumbersat blowing
coefficientsthat areas closelymatchedas possibleareshownin Figs.33 to 35 for
anglesof attackof 45°, 51° and60°. Forthemostpart there isvery littleeffectof
Reynoldsnumberon the results. Becauseof the reduceddynamicpressure(and
consequentlythe velocity),the non-dimensionalrotationratesarehigherfor the lowerq
runs. In all cases,the baseline( noblowing)runsare in nearperfectagreement.The
variationin the levelsof the coefficientswithblowingcoefficientlevelandwith rotation
ratearealso verysimilarfor thesetwosetsof data. Forthe Reynoldsnumberrange
coveredbythesetwo conditions,there is nodiscernibleReynoldsnumbereffect. Both
are low enoughthatthe forebodyflow is undoubtedlylaminarincharacter. Increasing
theReynoldsnumberintoa rangewherethe boundarylayercan transitionto turbulent
flowmayproducea differentconclusion.
A simpletestwasperformedto evaluatetheeffectof submergingthe NOSE4-60°
INBOARDjet configurationinto theforebodyto makethejet flushwiththe surface.
Resultsfor the submerged(flush)nozzlefor 51° AOAareshownin Fig.36. Comparing
thesedata to the data inFig. 28 for thenormallymountednozzle,theflushmounted
nozzleat the sameblowingcoefficientprovideslessthanhalfthe effectivenessas the
surfacejet. In fact, for theflushmountedjet, the maximumyawingmomenton the left is
at the lowerblowingcoefficient.Oneof the problemsof theflushmountedjet is thatthe
directionof the jet flow is at anangleto the surfaceinsteadoftangentialas it is for the
surfacejet. This providesa velocitycomponentawayfromthesurfacethat perhapshas
littlebenefit in influencingtheflow to stayattachedon the blowingside.
Themost importantconclusionfromevaluatingall of thesedatais that theyawing
momentincrementthat isgeneratedbytheforebodyjet blowingunderstaticconditions
doesnot appreciablydeterioratewithnon-dimensionalratesas highas 0.28. The effect
on the rollingmomentis moredifficultto characterizeina generalstatement. However,
the levelof the rollingmomentsinducedbythe forebodyjet blowingissmallenoughthat
the behaviordoesnot needto benearlyaswell definedasthe yawingmoment
dependency.These resultsprovideconfidencethatblowingjets can realisticallybe
employedto generatevelocityvectorrollratesof themagnitudeconsistentwith




A comparisonof the pressuredistributionmeasuredon theforebodyand LEXduringthe
rotaryexperimentsand thosetakenduringthe statictest is shownin Fig.37a. This
comparisonwas donefor Nose4-60° withno blowingat 51° AOA. Thedatashowvery
goodagreementfor the forebodyandlowerLEX(asdidthe cleannose),buta lower
suctionpeakis onceagainmeasuredon the upperLEXsurfacedue,most likely,to the
differenceinangleof attackbetweenthe rotarydata (51°) and thestaticdata (50°) as
discussedin Section7.1.2.
Figure37b is a non-rotatingcasethat nearlyrepeatsthe resultsnotedin thestatictest
(Fig.40,Volume1) for the effectsof jet blowing. The effectof the blowingis to increase
the levelof the suctionon theblowingsidecompared to that on the opposite side.
Reversing the side for blowing at the same mass flow rate provides an approximate
mirror image response and reverses the pressure distribution. The non-symmetric
suction for either left or right blowing, when integrated around the forebody, produces a
localized side force, and due to its distance from the CG, a rather large yawing moment.
The effect of blowing left and right on the LEX station (F.S. 253) is symmetric about the
baseline no-blowing case on the left hand side, but blowing on the left hand side of the
forebody produces comparatively larger loss in suction over the right LEX. This increase
in suction on the blowing side (left) indicates that the left blowing has moved the right
hand vortex away from the surface of the LEX while moving the left hand vortex down
closer to the surface. This is exactly the behavior that has been seen in water tunnel
and wind tunnel smoke tests. The result that left and right blowing do not produce
mirror images on the LEX pressures left and right is consistent with the lack of mirror
image reversal on the forebody.
Figures 37c and 37d investigate the effect of jet blowing in rotating flow (e_= +0.15 and
-0.15 respectively). The baseline behavior is similar to the clean nose with an increase
in the pressure suction peak on the leeward side of the body and a decrease on the
windward side. For negative rotation, blowing on the right is nearly identical to the
baseline no-blowing case, but blowing on the left shows distinct differences. For
positive rotation, blowing left and right produce near mirror image reversals in the
pressure distribution. The reason for the difference in the behavior of the pressure
distributions for positive and negative rates is not known. Blowing is able to produce
changes in the pressure distribution on the forebody and the LEX regardless of the
rotation, which agrees well with the force and moment data.
Figures 37e through 37g present data for the effect of the rotating flow field for fixed
values of right and left jet blowing coefficient. Figure 37e shows the case of no blowing,
but with the jet blowing nose (Nose 4-60°). It is interesting to compare this pressure
distribution to the baseline one shown in Fig. 25b. The jets act like small strakes on the
nose which cause the suction peaks, seen on the top of the fuselage for the clean nose,
to all but disappear for the jet nose. Therefore, rotation of the jet nose has the greatest
effect on the lower surface of the forebody. The small jets actually increase the anti-
spin tendency of the forebody. Figure 37f (left jet blowing) shows fairly equal but
opposite contributions from rotating positive or negative but with more of an effect on
the right hand LEX than the left. Figure 37g (right jet blowing) also shows fairly equal
and opposite contributions from positive and negative rotations.
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7.3 BLOWINGSLOTS
The resultsfromthe statictests (Volume1)showedthat thebestslot configuration
testedwasthe lengthconsistingof slotsA and B together.Thisconfigurationcanbe
reviewedin Fig.8. This SLOTABconfigurationis theonly configurationthatwas
testedin the rotary-balancetests. Thetestswereconductedat anglesof attackof 45°,
51° and 60° withsideslipat zeroand at 51° and60owithsideslipat -10°. Runswere
madeat two differentdynamicpressuresof 27 psfand 10psf to evaluateReynolds
numbereffects(Rn= 0.636and 0.378x 106),as wasdonefor the blowingjet
configurations.
7.3.1 Forceand MomentCoefficients
The effectsof theblowingslotsfor anglesof attackof 45°, 51° and 60° are shownin
Figs.38 to 40. For 45° and51°, as wasfoundin thestatictests,the lowestblowing
ratesat zero rotationrateproducea yawingmomentin theoppositedirectionto the side
of theforebodywith theslot, andat higherblowingratestheyawingmomentchangeis
in the samedirection. Also,withblowingon the leftthe effectivenessincreaseswith
positiverotationrateanddecreasesat thehighestnegativerotationrates(Fig.38a),
and blowingon the rightproducesthe oppositeeffect, i.e.,reducedeffectivenessfor
positiverotationratesand increasedeffectivenessfor negativerotationrates(Fig.38b).
In otherwords,the effectivenessis reducedwhenthe sideof the forebodywith the
blowingslot is rotatedintothe windandincreasedwhenrotatedawayfromthewind.
The axialforce datafrom Runs1236to 1242aredominatedbynoisecausedby a bad
slip ringchannelon theaxial forcegage. Theslip ringwas replacedafter Run 1240and
later runsdo nothavethis scatterinaxial force.
Rollingmomentsfor 45° and51° AOAalsoshowthe reversalindirectionwithblowing
ratebutdo not seemto changemuchwith rotationraterelativeto thebaseline
configuration.
Theyawingmomentdatafor 60° AOA(Fig.40a) showthat low blowingrateson the
side ofthe forebodyrotatedinto thewind(rightside andpositiverotationor left sideand
negativerotation)showvery littleeffectivenessbutshowvery largeeffectivenesswhen
the modelis rotatedin the oppositedirection. Higherblowingrateshavetheopposite
effect, i.e., higheffectivenesswhenrotatingthe blowingside intothewind andlow
effectivenesswhenrotatedawayfromthewind.This is oppositeto thetrendfoundat
45° and 51° AOA. The responsein rollto the differentblowingratesand rotationrate is
mixedandthere is noclearlyestablishedpattern.
Theeffectsof -10° sideslipangleareshownin Figs.41and 42 for anglesof attackof
51° and 60°. At 51° AOAthe incrementsinyawingmomentdueto the variousblowing
rates left and rightdo notchangeappreciablywith rotationrate. Withthe nose-right
sideslipangleof 10°, blowingon the left sidehasvery littleeffectat any rotationrate.
Blowingon the right showsa yawingmomentincrementto the leftfor low blowingrates
andto the rightfor higherratesandthesedifferentialsarenearlyconstantthroughout
the rotationrange,witha slightdecreasein effectivenessfor the rightside blowingat
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positiverotationratesaswas foundfor zerosideslip. Basically,the setof yawing
momentcurvesfor -10° sideslipareshiftedapproximately0.04towardsthe positive
comparedto zerosideslipcaseshownearlierin Fig.38b. The rollingmomentdataare
similarto the resultsat zerosideslipwiththe set of curves shifted approximately 0.015
in the positive direction. As shown in the yawing moment curves, the rolling moment is
not affected much by left side blowing and effects of right side blowing are not altered
appreciably by rotation rate.
At 60 ° AOA and -10 ° sideslip, shown in Fig. 42, the yawing moment behavior is similar
to that observed for the zero sideslip case shown earlier in Fig. 40. The variations with
rate at each blowing rate are somewhat different but, overall, the results at -10 ° sideslip
are a shift in the data base at zero sideslip by approximately +0.04. Rolling moment
data are shifted approximately +0.025 and the behavior with rotation rate is similar.
A few runs were made to asses the effect of changing the Reynolds number by
decreasing the wind tunnel dynamic pressure from q=27 psf to q-10 psf. Some results
for the lower q are shown in Figs. 43 to 45 for angles of attack of 45 °, 51 ° and 60 °.
Comparison plots for both q levels are shown in Figs. 46 to 48. The data shown are all
for left side blowing only. Because the velocity is reduced, the non-dimensional rotation
rate is increased from approximately 0.16 to 0.28. Overall, there are no major
differences in the character of the results. The slopes of the moments with rotation rate
are consistent and the incremental differences in the level of the moments with blowing
coefficient are similar. There are some differences, particularly in rolling moment
between the two sets of data, but there are no consistent patterns for the differences.
The main difference seems to be different offsets at zero rotation rate which tend to
remain with rotation rate. These offsets, particularly at 51° and 60 °, are probably
determined by subtle differences in the way the flow separates on the forebody at the
different Reynolds numbers. The conclusion from these runs, however, is that there are
no large differences due to Reynolds number in the range covered by these tests. In
any case, the Reynolds numbers are such that both cases have predominantly laminar
flow on the forebody.
7.3.2 Pressure Distributions
The response of the pressure field, on the forebody and LEX (F.S. 142 and 253), to
blowing during rotation was examined for Slot Segment AB at 51 ° AOA. Figures 49a
through 49c (C# = 0, 0.0029 left, 0.0029 right, respectively) shows a comparison of the
non-rotating data to similar data obtained in the static test. The agreement was very
good overall, with the same reduction in LEX suction noted on preceding configurations.
Figure 49d is the non-rotating effect of slot AB blowing. These results compare well to
those discussed in Volume 1 (static test results). When the upper LEX pressures are
compared to the results in the jet blowing section (Fig. 37b), it is seen that the effect of
blowing on the right side now produces a small decrease in suction on the right hand
LEX. Figure 49e shows the slot effectiveness at (o = 0.15. The left slot blowing is more
effective than the right at creating a pressure change on the forebody and LEX. In Fig.
49f (e_= -0.15) the difference between right and left blowing is even more pronounced.
The right slot is able to create a very pronounced difference in the forebody and LEX
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pressures.Therefore, just as the force and moment data showed, the leeward slot is
the most effective.
Figure 49g shows the effect of varying rotation with a constant CI_ = 0. The suction
peaks on the upper fuselage are seen to be almost as prominent as those on the clean
forebody (unlike the jet configuration). During negative rotation, there is not much of a
suction peak on the upper right forebody. Figures 49h and 49i show left and right slot
blowing respectively. At F.S. 142, rotation has the greatest effect on the side of the
body with the blowing slot. On the LEX (F.S. 253), the opposite is true with the greatest
change occurring on the non-blowing side.
7.4 ROTATING NOSE-TIP STRAKES
From the static test, the best configurations using single and dual strakes were selected
for further tests on the rotary rig. Due to lack of test time, all of the evaluations were
done at an angle of attack of 51 ° , which is representative of the high angle of attack
regime of interest. The single and dual strake configurations selected for testing on the
rotary rig are those that showed the ability for generating the largest yawing moments
and also showed smooth variations in the yawing moment with strake roll angle. For
example, the single strake was evaluated at the rotation angles between 140 ° and 220 °,
which, from the static tests, was found to be the angle range that produced the
maximum yawing moments and were well-behaved with changes in rotation angle.
Dual strakes with two different spacings are evaluated. A few tests were run to evaluate
the effects of sideslip, and Reynolds number was varied by changing the tunnel
dynamic pressure.
7.4.1 Force and Moment Coefficients
The performance of a single strake under rotary conditions is shown in Fig. 50. The
angle of attack is 51 ° and the strake is positioned at various rotation angles from 140 ° to
220 °, i.e. rotating up to 40 ° in each direction from the baseline with the strake on the
leeward side at 180 °. The yawing moment coefficient at zero rotation rate shows a
negative increment relative to the baseline for • = 140 ° and 160 ° (clockwise rotation
from 180 ° from pilot's view), and a positive increment for 200 ° and 220 °. The negative
increment for • = 140 ° and 160 ° increases with negative rotation and decreases with
positive rotation, becoming almost zero at the maximum positive rotation rate. The
positive increment at zero rotation rate for • = 200 ° and 220 ° does the opposite. This
effect may be a function of the local roll angle of the strake with respect to the wind,
which, of course, is changing with rotation rate. It may also be a function of how the
forebody vortices react with the rest of the airframe. There is very little effect on the
rolling moment.
The behavior of the dual strakes with a spacing of 150 ° (strakes are +/- 75 ° from the
windward plane of symmetry) is shown in Fig. 51. For the dual strake, rotation in the
clockwise direction (_=320 ° and 340 °) produces a positive yawing moment at zero
rotation rate. This positive increment relative to the baseline at • = 0° increases with
negative rotation rates and decreases with positive rotation rates, a behavior opposite to
that for the single strake (Fig. 50). This reversed effect is related to the fact that the
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singleanddual strakesproduceoppositeyawingmomentswithstrakerotationanglesin
the samedirectionfrom the respectivebaselines.The singlestrake,witha baselineat
180°, producesa negativeyawingmomentwhenrotatedclockwise(_<180°) andthe
dualstrakeproducesa positiveyawingmomentwhenrotatedclockwisefromthe
baselineat 0°. This relationshipof yawingmomentdirectionandeffectivestrakeroll
anglewith respectto the localvelocityvectorat thenosetip hasa strongeffecton the
magnitudeof the resultingyawingmoment. However,it is clearthat the magnitudeof
the availableyawingmomentineithercase is sufficientto providea restoringyawing
momentover the envelopeof rotationratesexamined.
Forexample,withdualstrakes(Fig.51), theyawingmomentof the baseline
configuration(_=0°) with rotationrate is unstable. Thatis, increasingpositiverotation
rateresultsin increasedpositiveyawingmomentup to ratesof about0.1. Beyond0.1,
the yawingmomentstartsto decreaseandthere is a stableyaw ratewherethecurve
crossesbackover the zeroyawingmomentaxis. Withthe abilityto controlthe leveland
directionof theyawingmomentwith thestrakes,a yawingmomentcanbe produced
that will opposethe naturalrotationdirectionand preventtheconfigurationfrom
reachinganequilibriumyaw(spin)rate if it werefreeto rotate. Eitherthe singleordual
strakeswouldprovidethe appropriatelevelof yawingmomentcontrolto accomplish
this.
Figure52showsdatafor the smalldual strakeswithspacingof 150° and angleof attack
of 51° (sameas the previousplots),butwiththe Reynoldsnumberreducedby running
thetunnelat a lowerq of 10psf insteadof 27psf. As a result,the non-dimensional
rotationrate is increased,sincethe free-streamvelocityisdecreased.Comparedto the
data in Fig.51, thereis not a significantdifferencein the behavior.Thiscanbest be
seenby thedirect comparisonof the dataat bothReynoldsnumbers(dynamic
pressures)in Fig.53. Forall of thecoefficientsandwithdifferentstrakeangles,there is
very littledifferencebetweenthe resultsat thetwo differentReynoldsnumbers.
The effectof sideslipin the presenceof rotateddualstrakeswith 150° spacingwas
evaluatedand is shownin Fig.54.Theangleof attackis 51° andthe sideslipangle is
13= -10°. At zero rotationratetheyawingmomentcoefficientis nearzerowith 10°
sideslip,as it is for zerosideslip.At this angleof attack,the directionalstabilityis neutral
to unstablewhichagreeswith thefact there is novisiblerestoringmomentwithsideslip
angle. The side force is positive,as expectedfor a noserightorientation.The
interestingresult is that the nosestrakesareeffectivefor positiverotationbutare less
effectiveand eventuallybecomeineffectiveat negativerotationrates. This wasnot the
casefor zerosideslipshownpreviouslyin Fig.51.Witha staticnose-rightsideslipangle
of 10° andthe addedeffectivesideslipangledueto negativerotation(the relative
velocityvector is rotatedto the left sidewith rotationrate),thetotal sideslipangleat the
nosetip is apparentlytoo largefor thestrakesto bevery effective. Conversely,when
rotatingin the positivedirection,there isaneffectivedecreaseinsideslipangleat the
nosetip towardszeroandthe strakerotationis still effective.
Changingtheseparationangleof the dualstrakesfrom 150° to 120° resultsin the data
shownin Fig.55. The angleof attackis 51°,as in the previouscases. Theeffectof
changingfrom 150° to 120° wasshownearlierinVolumeI in the discussionof thestatic
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testdata, andis presentedagainin Fig.56. FortheA_ = 120° case, thebestgradientis
seenalong• = 0°. Unfortunately,dataalongthis gradientfromthe rotarytestarenot
available.The datapresentedin Fig.55 showselecteddualstrakerotationsalongthe
= 180° gradient.The changein yawingmomentat • = 140° and 220° relativeto the
baselineat 180° is small (<0.02). Thebehaviorof the yawingmomentwith rotationrate
at the strakeanglesof 140° and220° is notas one mightexpect. The incrementof
yawingmomentfor 140° is not themirrorimageof the incrementfor 220° with rotation
rate. Overall,theA_ = 120° dualstrakedoes notgivegoodresultsalongthe • = 180°
gradientbecausethe levelsof yawingmomentare lowand notwell behaved.
Figure57 showsthe differencebetweenthe A_ = 120° dualstrakeslocatedat • =0°
(strakesat +/-60°, windwardside),andat • = 180° (strakesat 120° and240°, leeward
side). Thedifferencein the yawingmomentvariationwith rotationrateshowsthat,with
the strakeson the leewardside,there is littleeffecton the yawingmomentdueto the
strakeeffects, i.e., theyawingmomentwith rotationrate isnearlyperfectlylinear.
However,with the strakeson thewindwardside,there is someeffectof the strakesand
the relationshipof the localflowangledueto rotationintroducessomenonlineareffects
on the yawingmoment. Thestrakeson thewindwardside givea propellingyawing
momentout to rotationratesnear+/-0.15.
7.4.2 PressureDistributions
The pressuredistributionfor thesinglestrakeat _ = 180° is comparedto resultsfrom
the statictest in Fig.58a. Of all theconfigurationstested,the singlestrakeshowedthe
poorestcomparisonto the statictest. Theyawingmomentgradientis verysteep
through_ = 180°, so if the angleis notset exactlythe same,somemismatchin the
pressurescouldbeexpected. However,sincewe areprimarilyinterestedinobtaining
the incrementaleffectof movingthe strakewhilein the influenceof a rotatingflow field,
thedataarequite useful. Figure58bshowsthe samelevelof agreementwiththe static
test. However,Fig. 58chasa muchbettermatchfor thecase of _ = 160 °.
Figure 58d shows the effect of strake angle at 51 ° AOA and co= 0. The pressures
indicated that the 160 ° strake is providing a bit more yaw than the 200 ° case. This
matches the force and moment data well. As the aircraft is rotated in the positive
direction (see Fig. 58e), the 200 ° strake is providing an increased suction on the upper
right side of the forebody, and a positive pressure increment on the left side, causing a
positive side force contribution from the forebody. The LEX shows an increase in
suction on the right side and a decrease on the left. The strake at _ = 160 ° has very
little net effect on the forebody side force, with a slight increase in suction on both the
left and right sides of the fuselage. Likewise on the LEX, the 160 ° strake increases the
suction on the left and right side nearly equally. Figure 58f shows the case of co= -0.15.
Unfortunately, the 160 ° strake data for this comparison were "misplaced" by the SWTS
system. The 200 ° strake shows that it's side force effect is now in the opposite direction
with increased suction on the left side and increased pressure on the right side of the
forebody. This is consistent with the force data discussed for Fig. 50 above. If the _ =
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160° datawere available,it is expectedthat, basedon the forcedata,theywouldshow
a similarpressuredistributionto the 200° data.
The dataarealsoviewedas theeffectof rotationon a fixedstrakeangle(Fig.58g).
Thedataarevery nearlysymmetricaboutzerorotation. As the strakewasmovedto
200° (Fig.58h)the effectis shownasa "tilting"of thepressuredistributionon the
forebodyand LEX. In general,thereis a highersuctionpeakon theright sideof both
theforebodyand LEXwhich indicatesa positivesideforceandyawingmoment. The
rotationhas the sameeffectthat it did on thecleannoseof movingthesuctionpeaks
aroundthe body(from80° to 120° for positiverotation)as it experiencedan apparent
sideslipangle. Evenwith the datafor e)b/ 2v = -0.15 missing, the data for • = 160 °
(Fig. 58i) appears to be a mirror image of the 200 ° strake data.
The pressure data for the 150 ° dual strake at 51 ° AOA are not compared to static data
because these data were not collected during the static test. Figure 58j shows the
effect of strake rotation angle for the non-rotating case. The pressure distributions are
very symmetric around the 0° case. The forebody shows that a strake angle of • = 40 °
causes an increase in the suction peak on the left side of the forebody and a
corresponding decrease on the right side, causing a negative side force and yawing
moment. This agrees well with Fig. 51, which shows the forces and moments. On the
LEX, the same strake angle (_ = 40 °) produces increased suction on the right side and
an equal decrease on the left. This causes a positive rolling moment input, which also
agrees with the force data. The data for • = 320 ° are essentially a mirror image in
effectiveness.
When the aircraft is rotated in the positive direction (Fig. 58k), the 40 ° deflected dual
strake still generates increased suction on the left side and decreased on the right side
of the fuselage. The 3200 deflection now also generates increased suction on the left
side and decreased on the right (though a smaller magnitude) instead of being a mirror
image of the 40 ° case. The opposite is true when the aircraft is rotated in the negative
direction (Fig. 581). Now, the 320 ° deflected strake generates an increased suction
peak on the right side and a decreased suction on the left side of the forebody while the
40 ° deflection does virtually nothing. The LEX experienced a similar effect with 320 °
producing less suction on the left side (while 40 ° did nothing) and increasing suction on
the right side. On the right side the 40 ° deflection also produced a smaller suction
increase.
When the data are viewed as the effect of rotation on a fixed strake angle (Fig. 58m), it
is apparent that the strakes are in a position that at F.S. 142 the pressures show a
suction peak on the top of the fuselage similar to the clean nose. Figures 58n and 58o
show 40 ° and 320 ° strake rotation respectively. As described in the single strake




Theeffectivenessof a smallstrake(rhinohorn)on the leewardsideof the forebody
whichpivotsabouta verticalaxisperpendicularto theforebodysurfacewasevaluated
in the staticwindtunnel tests. ThestrakegeometryisshowninFig. 8d. Thevariation
of the yawingmomentwith the strakepivotanglewas investigatedat anglesof attack
up to 60°. The effectof rotationrateon theaerodynamicsfor thisstrakeat 51° AOA is
shownin Fig.59 for severaldifferentdeflectionangles(trailingedgeleft is positive).
Theyawingmomentvariationat zero rotationrateshows,aswasobservedin the static
tests, thattrailing-edgeleft deflectionsof +20° and+36° resultin positiveyawing
momentsrelativeto the baseline. Negativedeflectionsresultin negativeyawing
moments.The characteristicsof the yawingmoment(andsideforce)with rotationrate
areverysimilarto thoseobservedearlierfor the singlestrakein Fig.50. Forexample,
positivedeflectionprovidesa positiveyawingmomentbut the incrementdecreaseswith
negativerotationrateand increaseswithpositiverates.Negativedeflectionsexperience
decreasing effectiveness with positive rotation rate and increasing effectiveness with
negative rotation rates. The rolling moment shows small effects of strake deflection with
rotation rate.
The effect of nose-right sideslip angle of -10 ° is shown in Fig. 60. A sideslip angle of
-10 ° results in an offset of the baseline yawing moment of approximately 0.04. The
increments due to the strake deflection are about the same as for zero sideslip at zero
and positive rotation rates. However, at negative rotation rates the effectiveness
decreases to near zero, especially the negative deflection of -50 °. At zero sideslip, the
negative deflection showed the largest increment at negative rotation rates (Fig. 59).
The effect of a smaller (thinner) strake (Fig. 8) is shown in Fig. 61. Comparing these
results to those for the baseline strake in Fig. 59, the largest difference is in the behavior
of the 0° deflection case. The "thin rhino" is much more anti-spin as evidenced by the
slope of the Cn plot. This also means that this strake is much more effective at
producing a negative increment in yawing moment when the aircraft is rotating in the
negative codirection (as great as ACn =O,1_ at cob/2V = -0.28). This means that with an
active flight control system any level of anti-spin behavior can be created, from neutral
(or even pro-spin) to very damped. The thin strake was then tested at a lower Reynolds
number by lowering the tunnel dynamic pressure from 27 psf to 10 psf. A comparison of
the two sets of data is shown in Fig. 62. There is little difference in the results for the
two Reynolds numbers.
7.5.2 Pressure Distributions
A comparison was made between the vertical nose strake pressure data at 51 ° AOA at
deflection angles of 5 = 0°, 36 °, -36° and the data from the static test (Figs. 63a-c). The
agreement is very good (suction on LEX is still low due to 1° difference in angle of
attack) with the possible exception of the -36 ° case where it appears that the deflection
angles were not set exactly the same (the rotary test appears to have a higher
deflection angle).
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Figure63d showstheeffectof deflectingthe strakewhilein a non-rotatingflow field.
The negative36 degreedeflectionshowsbotha greaterincreaseinsuctionon theleft
sideand a greaterdecreaseon the rightsidethan the positivedeflectiongenerated.
Thisagreeswith theforcedata thatshowpositivenaturalasymmetryin theyawing
momentthat providesa largerpossiblenegativeincrement.The LEXpressures
indicatethat 8 = -36° will havea positiverollingmomentinputbecausethe suctionis
increasedslightlyon the left sideanddecreasedsubstantiallyon the rightside. The
oppositeis truefor the positivedeflection.Whenthe aircraftis rotatedin thepositive
direction(_ = 0.15)the strakehasan influenceon thewindward(right)sideof the
fuselagewitheither+/- deflection. However,on the leeward(left)side,only a deflection
in the negativedirectionhasan effecton thepressuredistribution.Whenthe rotationis
reversed(Fig.63f)bothpositiveand negativedeflectionshaveeffectson the leeward
side (right)andneitherhasan effecton thewindward(right)side.
Figures63g-ishowthe effectof rotationfor a fixedstrakedeflectionangle. The results
aresimilarto the otherstrakesinvestigated.The LEX(F.S.253)is contributinga larger
anti-spincomponent,for thedeflectedstrakecases,thanfor any of theother
configurations(intheir "deflected"orblowingconfigurations).
7.6 Applicationto a FutureFlightControlSystem
All of thedevicesstudied(jets,slots,singleanddual rotatingnosetip strakes,anda
verticalnosetip strake)haveshownthe abilityto createlargeyawingmomentsin a
rotaryflowfield. The overalleffectivenessof eachof thesedevicescanbe thoughtof as
an envelopeof yawcontrolpower(Cn)as a functionof non-dimensionalspin rateas
shownin Fig.64. ThebaselineF/A-18is shownas a singlelinethat indicatesthatthe
aircraftwouldhaveanti-spinbehavior(negativeslope). As expected,whenjets or slots
(non-blowingcondition)areaddedto the aircraftnose,thereis little changein the slope
of this line(Fig.'s28 and39). Blowingat differentratesproducethe envelopeshownin
Fig.64. The dual rotatingnosetip strakes,inan undeflectedconfiguration(_=0°),
cause the spin characteristics to be pro-spin at low spin rates and anti-spin at higher
spin rates (Fig. 51). However, by rotating the strakes, the envelope shown in Fig. 64 is
obtained. The single rotating tip strake and the vertical nose strake (rhino horn) both
cause the aircraft to be even more anti-spin in their undeflected positions (Fig.'s 50 and
61). Their deflected control envelopes are also shown in Fig. 64.
If a stability augmentation system (SAS) is used in a flight control system, it is clear that
the aircraft's anti-spin characteristics can be modified by any of these devices. The
envelopes shown in Fig. 64 illustrate the design space that can be generated for each of
the devices. The flight control engineer can use rate feedback and choose to make the
aircraft perform exactly like a standard F/A-18 or design the system to provide more, or
less, anti-spin behavior (even to the point of making it pro-spin if desired).
In addition to a SAS, a command augmentation system (CAS) can be designed into the
flight control system. This system would blend the forebody vortex control with the
conventional aerodynamic surface controls at angles of attack above approximately 30 ° .
The CAS would provide the increased maneuverability that is needed in future fighter
aircraft for increased agility at high angles of attack.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
In order to provide for increased agility at high angles of attack, including the ability to
roll robustly about the velocity vector, forebody vortex control has been investigated for
the F/A-18 on a rotary balance. Pneumatic (jets and slots) and mechanical (single and
dual rotating nose tip strakes, and a vertical nose tip strake) forebody vortex control
devices were first tested in a static test, and then the most effective configurations were
tested on the rotary balance. The following are the major conclusions of the rotary
test.
1) The difference in interference effects between the mounting arrangements for the
static and rotary tests are not significant. There is very good agreement between
tests.
2) The baseline data agree well with data from a similar configuration tested at the
NASA Langley Spin Tunnel (CR-3608, Ref. 38).
3) Jet blowing (Nose 4 with nozzles canted 60 ° inboard) provided the same level of
side force and yawing moment observed in the static test, with little degradation
at non-dimensional rotation rates as high as 0.28. The level of rolling moment
produced is small enough to not be a factor.
4)
5)
Jet blowing is effective at sideslip angles of 10 ° in a rotating flow field.
There is no difference in jet blowing performance at Reynolds numbers of
0.378xl 06 and 0.636xl 06.
6) Slot blowing (Slot AB) produces yawing moments to the left when low blowing
rates are used on the right side. This reverses for higher blowing rates to




Slot blowing is more effective on the leeward side of the fuselage during rotation.
Blowing on the windward side becomes less effective with higher rotation rates.
Slot blowing is effective at sideslip angles of 10 ° in a rotating flow field.
Slot blowing is not adversely effected by a Reynolds number change from
0.636x106 to 0.378x106.
lO) The single strake, from a baseline of • = 180 °, produces a negative increment
relative to the baseline for • = 140 ° and 160 ° (clockwise rotation from 180 ° from
pilot's view) and a positive yawing moment increment for 200 ° and 220 °. The
negative increment for ¢, = 140 ° and 160 ° increases with negative rotation and
decreases with positive rotation, becoming almost zero at the maximum positive










The 150 ° dual strakes, from a baseline of • = 0% produce a positive yawing
moment when moved in the clockwise direction (_=320 ° and 340°). This positive
increment increases with negative rotation rates and decreases with positive
rotation rates, a behavior opposite to that for the single strake.
At 13= -10 °, the 150 ° dual strakes are effective for positive rotation but are less
effective and eventually become ineffective at negative rotation rates. This was
not the case for zero sideslip. The total effective sideslip angle at the nose iip is
apparently too large for the strakes to be very effective.
There are no differences in the 150 ° dual strake performances at Reynolds
numbers of 0.378xl 06 and 0.636xl 06.
The vertical nose strake (rhino horn), from a baseline of 8 = 0 °, produces a
positive yawing moment increment for positive (trailing edge left) qS'sand a
negative yawing moment increment for negative 8's. The positive increment
increases with positive rotation and decreases with negative rotation, becoming
almost zero at the maximum negative rotation rate. The negative deflection
increment does the opposite (similar to the single strake).
The vertical nose strake is effective at sideslip angles of 10 ° in a rotating flow
field. '
The vertical nose strake (rhino horn) produced the largest maximum yawing
moment increment (ACn = -0.14 at o_b/2V = -0.28) of any device tested.
All of the forebody vortex control methods tested appear to be usable in an
advanced flight control system as either a SAS or CAS system, or both.
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JET BLOWING




















Table I - Blowing coefficient and mass flow ratio for different plenum
pressures (q = 27 psf)
A1
Yaw control power - with forebody vortex control.
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Figure 1 - Yaw control power with conventional control surfaces and with
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(b) Details of mechanical, hydraulic and air seal systems











































(a) internal structural frame of model
(b) Model with assorted forebody pieces .................
Figure 7 - Photographs of 6%-scale F/A-18 wind tunnel model
A8
(c) Assembled model
(d) Assembled model with top cover removed


























Figure 8 - Description of various forebody vortex control schemes
A10
STRAKE GEOMETRY AND LOCATION
DUAL STRAKES
(ROTATABLE AS
A FIXED PAIR) WINDWARD MERIDIAN




VERTICAL NOSE STRAKE GEOMETRY AND LOCATION
axis
Side View Top View
(d) Vertical nose-tip strake (Rhino-horn)


































































LOCATION THETA Y Z
lower starboard 0 0 -1.180
lower starboard 24 0.0488 -1.077
lower starboard 45 0.818 -0.807
lower starboard 72 1.022 -0.33
upper starboard 95 1.047 0.0888
upper starboard 120 0.967 0.554
upper starboard 144 0.700 0.955
upper starboard 168 0.247 1.157
upper port 192 -0.250 1.155
upper port 216 -0.695 0.944
upper port 240 -0.953 0.542
upper port 265 -1.033 0.0948
lower port 288 -1.011 -0.325
lower port 315 -0.801 -0.801




















LOCATION Y* Y/S' Y Z
lower starboard 0.136 0.152
lower starboard 0.401 0.45
upper starboard 0.674 0.758
upper starboard 0.409 0.46

















upper port 0.119 0.134
upper port 0.409 0.46
upper port 0.674 0.758
lower port 0.401 0.45



















357 lower starboard 0.214 0.123
lower starboard 1.201 0.691
upper starboard 1.448 0.883
upper starboard 1.195 0.689
upper starboard 0.788 0.454
upper starboard 0.374 0.215
upper starboard 0,08 0.046
upper port 0.08 0.046
upper port 0.374 0.215
upper port 0.788 0.454
upper port 1.195 0.689
upper port 1.448 0.883
lower port 1.201 0.691
lower port 0.214 0.123

















































142.5+ upper starboard 135
upper port 225
Y/S'
253+ upper starboard 0.5
upper port 0.5
357+ upper starboard 0.7
upper port 0.7
470 over wing 0.5Cr
LOCATION
Vertical Tail 45% chord 60% span

























































Figure 11 Photographs of F/A-18 model installed on rotary-
balance appar_tu_ in Ames 7 x 10-ft wind tunnel
A19
Figure 11 - Concluded
A20
(a) Photographs of Macintosh-based data acquisition system
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Figure 14 - Effects of pressurized air line on force and moments
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Figure 15 - Comparison of data from Eidetics static test and zero-
rotation rotary-balance data from Eidetics and NASA
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Figure 16 - Comparison of data from Eidetics static test and zero-
rotation rotary'ba-iance data from Eidetics and NASA
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Figure 17 - Comparison of data from Eidetics static test and zero-
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Figure 18 - Comparison of data from Eidetics static test and zero-
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Figure 23 - Effect of sideslip angle of 13= -10 ° , o_ = 51 °
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----I-- RUN 1077 (Cp.=0.001g, RIGHT) |
.... I .... I ........ I ' .---4IF-- RUN 1078 (CI_ = 0.0011, RIGHT)
I
• + RUN 1062 (BASELINE)
_ _ RUN 1075 (CI_ = 0.0004, LEFT)
....................... _........................ _............................................................ + RUN 106g (CI_= 0.0015, LEFT)
....................... i ........................ i........................................................... _ RUN 1067 (Cp.=0.0019, LEFT)
_ --£3--- RUN 1066 (Cp.=0.0023, LEFT)
....................... i ........................ i ........................ "_........................ _......... ---O--- RUN 1065 (Cp.= 0.0027, LEFT)
i
: I i[ I 1 l l_ _ I I I Z I I I I [ I I I _ I _ I 1 [ _ I I
-0.15' -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
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.... I_-={ .... I .... ],
! : i i
............................................... "......................... ' ........................ i ........
]
I i 1
----m-- RUN 1145 (C#= 0.0019, RIGHT)
--_.-- RUN 1146 (C_=0.0011, RIGHT)
--;K-- RUN 1139 (BASELINE)
.... RUN 1144 (C# = 0.0004, LEFT)
RUN 1143 (CI_= 0.0011, LEFT)
---_r--.- RUN 1142 (C#= 0.0015, LEFT)
RUN 1141 (C#=0.001g, LEFT)
RUN 1140 (CI4= 0.0023, LEFT)
i iiiiiiiii*ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
....................... !........................ {......................... _.................................. 7........................ 4-..............................................
...... }......... I ..... F_----'q - ..... I .... i .....I
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
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-0.16 .....
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
,I -_11-- RUN 1145 (C_ =0.0019, RIGHT) I [ , I .... ] , ,-,--,,-4-
0.04--_---_---RUNll46(Cp.=0.0011, RIGHT) -' ! .... I ' ' ' ! I
I ---x---- RUN 1139 (BASELINE) i i ..-i...............
0.03 -El + RUN 1144 (Cp. = 0.0004, LEFT) .......!........................ _........................ "[..................... i ....
I -----e--- RUN 1143 (Cp.= 0.0011, LEFT) i i i i _ _L_
0.02 -[--{ + RUN 1142 (Cp.=0.0015, LEFT) .......i ........................ _.......... _"_ ................. -':]-
I ---e-- RUN 1141 (Cl_ = 0.0019, LEFT) ! i . "
°, o ..............................................i iiii11111iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
,,
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......... i ........ t ........ l I'_-' '
....................... :.................................................. _................................. --=B-- RUN 1091 (Cp_= 0.0019, RIGHT)
---#--- RUN 1092 (CI_ = 0.0011, RIGHT}
•---X---- RUN 1085 (BASELINE)
RUN 1090 (Cp=0.0004, LEFT)
............................................... _ RUN 1089 (Cp= 0.0011, LEFT)
....................... _:................................ _ RUN 1088 (CI_= 0.0015, LEFT)
......................................................................... _ ................................ _ RUN 1087 (CI_= 0.0019, LEFT)
_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
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, = = = J ¢ i i , , ] = i i = i = , , t J i = l = i i i i i i , = =
-0.15 -0.1 0.1 0.15
C n



















+ RUN 1091 (C. =0.0019, RIGHT) ' I .... " ....... ! ....
---4,--- RUN 1092 (Cg=0.0011, NIGHT) .................................................................................. !......................
RUN 1085 (BASELINE)
_ RUN 1090 (Cla = 0.0004, LEFT)
RUN 1089 (Cp.=0.0011, LEFT) ................................................................................... _......................
88 ( I_ . 5, LEFT) _i
_ RUN 108"/(CI_ = 0,0019, LEFT) ................................ _':........................ :'........................ ._......................
....................... :........................ i,'"L'.........:"!._'"';' ......._
............................................... i
I 1 I I I I I !
-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
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(a) Right side jet
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(a) Right side jet
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wb / 2V
C m
o.8 ................ ! ................
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-0.3 _1 __ ............... i ........... ..._...i......................
Ro., ...................
-0.35 '-J--'-'-d_--_ 4 ............ I ........ I ....
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2-0.05 0
wb / 2V
(b) Left side jet







0.24 .... I .... I .... [ .... ! .... ! .... I .... ! ....
i i
' ; i i !
0.08 ......................................................................................... ,........................÷ ..................._......................
0-
...................... i ........................ ,:........................ ÷ ........ _-........................ i .......................
i i i I i i i i II
-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.20
wb / 2V
C n
0.16 ........ I ................ ! .... I ....






-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
C I
0.041 ............ I .... I ........ I .... I .... ._
i ----X----- RUN 1111 (BASELINE) Ii0.03 , -.................................................................................................:_ + RUN 1115 (CM.= 0.0004)' i _ RUN 1114 (C_ = o.oo11)0.02 ........................................................................................................................i --B--- RUN 1113 (CM.=0.0015)RUN 1112 (CI_= 0.0019)
0.01 ............................................._..................................................i .........
-0.01 -
t......................i ....................... ...i ..... .........,! ..l-0.03 ......................;........................_ ..................._................................................: ...........' .............................................
-0.04 .... i ..... / .... t ........
• I i ] I I
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
(b) Left side jet
Figure 29 - Concluded
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C m
0.8 ,,,,! .... I .................... ! .... J
0 ................................................_........................_.......=............._........_7__ ..................-
-o.2...................._ ..........i ...........:_ :......:_i:;iL_........:* .........., _ ....-............_ .............
-0.4 .....................................................................................................................................................................................................
-0.6 ...................................................................................................i ........................................................................
-08. .................. } ................












.... ....I.... I .... 4-_-_t,,,, f ............I I
.......................i........................i .............i ..............i I-_- RUN1161<c_,=o.oo19.RIG_
i i i i I --,I,-- RUN 1162 (Cp=0.0011, RIGHT)
! :_ :: i I ---X--- RUN 1155 (BASELINE)
...............................................! .....................T........................i ......I + RUN 1160 (Cp.= 0.0004, LEFT)
i :: ! i I + RUN 1159 (C_=0.0011, LEFT)
.......................i........................_........................._........................i ......1 _ RUN 1158 (C_= 0.0015, LEFT)
! i i ! I _ RUN 1157 (C_ = 0.0019, LEFT)
.......................ii.....................i .............:: ............i i--0- RUN1156(0,=0.0023.,E_
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii........................i ........' ...........................iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
Figure 30 - Effects of NOSE 4 - 60 ° INBOARD blowing jet with
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.'-...................... !............................................... _ ........................ i ........| --4,-- RUN 1162 (01_=0:001 ', HT) It
: i ............ i i -I _ RUN 1155 (BASELINE) _r-
.--................................................... '_ _ / mE}--- RUN 1160 (Cp.=0.0004, LEFT) |_
- i i J ---e--- RUN 115g (C_=0.0011, LEFT) __
.--.............................................. i........................ T........................ !........| + RUN 1158 (Cp.=0.0015, LEFT) |_
: i i :: i I ----E3-- RUN 1157 (Cp. = 0.0019, LEFT) _L
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I I I 1i i , , + t + i ---" _ + _ i u + , + _ _ + i i _ i i , + + i i i _ n
i
! _ + RUN 1107 (Cl_= 0.0019, RIGHT)
_ RUN 1108 (CI_=0.0011, RIGHT)
........................ i...................................................................................--_-- RUN 1101 (BASELINE)
: _ RUN 1106 (C_= 0.0004, LEFT)
RUN 1105 (C1_=0.0011, LEFT)
....................... :i..................................................................................._ RUN 1104 (Cp.=0,0015, LEFT)
RUN 1103 (Ct_=0.0019, LEFT)
................................................................................................... i .......
....................... _........................ i......................... _-................................................ i............... i ......................
J n _ I I I 1 I ] ' ' '
-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
Figure 31 - Effects of NOSE 4 - 600 INBOARD biowing jet with
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,,, t .... I .... t .... I .... I,,, I .... t ....
i ........................................................... ----I-- RUN1107 31.t=0.0019, RIGHT)
......................... _........................ _......................................................... +RUN1108 31x=0.0011, RIGHT)
---x-- RUN 1101 BASELINE)
----19--- RUN 1106 31x=0.0004, LEFT)
........................ i ................................................. " ........................ '......... + RUN 1105 Cix=0.0011, LEFT)
RUN 1104 (Ci.1=0.0015, LEFT)
RUN 1103 (Ct.i. = 0.0019, LEFT)
..... i .... 1' ' '-t_ i .... i .... _-
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.... !,-......... _. -'--'-'-'-q........ .! .... .l
.......................i ......_........................T ...................................i T i.....................1-
-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
C A
0.15., ,,,- ,_-_ _ .... I .... ] .... t .... , _ ,, I ....
0.05 + RUN 1131 (BASELINE)
RUN 1134 (C#= 0.0011, LEFT)
0 _ RUN 1133 (Cl_=0.0019, LEFT)






-0 25 d ........................ _ ......... 4............ i .... I ........
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
Figure 32 - Effects of NOSE 4 - 60 ° INBOARD blowing Jet with
sideslip angle of 13 -10 ° at 60 ° AOA
A70
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......... 1......... _......... i ......... t ......... j .........1 I
-02 -0.1 0.1 0.20 0.3
wb / 2V
C A
+ RUN 1145 (CI_= 0.001g, RIGHT,O = 27 PSF)
RUN 1139 (BASELINE, O = 27 PSF)
---El--- RUN 1141 (CI_= 0.0019, LEFT, Q=27 PSF)
RUN 1151 (C#= 0.0019, RIGHT,Q = 10 PSF)
-==-F--- RUN 1147 (BASELINE, Q= 10 PSF)
RUN 1149 (Cl4=0.001g, LEFT, Q= 10 PSF)
!
i_iii iiii ii_ ii iiiiiiii I............................... ................................. , ........................................................................... _ ..............................
-02 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0._
wb / 2v
Figure 33 - Effects of Reynolds number with NOSE 4 - 60 ° INBO6.RD
blowing jet, Q--27 psf (Rn=0.636x106) and Q=10 psf
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---m--- RUN 1145 (Cp. = 0.0019, RIGHT, Q = 27 PSF) ..... t ......... I .........
-_ RUN 1139 (BASELINE, Q = 27 PSF) _ i
RUN 1141 (Cp.= 0.0019, LEFT, Q=27 PSF) ................ _................................ t ..............................
_. _,_;ICXsOOO,_.g,=%_o_s_,.............._.... _ ............
 iiiilliill ............
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
wb / 2V
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-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
wb / 2V
Figure 34 - Effects of Reynolds number with NOSE 4 - 60 ° INBOARD
blowing jet, Q=27 psf (Rn=0.636x106) and Q=10 psf
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iiiiiiill iiiiiiii















--.-- RUN 1091 (CI_ = 0.0019, PJGHT, Q = 27 PSF) .... I ......... I ........ 't
-- X-- RUN 1085 (BASELINE, Q = 27 PSF) ............................................................................. "1
_-- RUN 1087 (C_ -- 0.0019. LEFT, e-- 27 PSF) i i- O-- N 97 ( p. = 019, RIGHT, Q = 10 PSF)
----F--- RUN 1093 (BASELINE, Q= 10 PSF) .............................................................................
.......................................................! ! ..............i ..................
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
wb / 2V
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_SELINE, O= 27PSF) " _-
_0019, LEFT, Q=27PSF) |:_
_0 019, RIGHT,Q= 10PSF)
! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii_
................................................................_ .....i .........................i ............................
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
wb / 2V
Figure 35 - Effects of Reynolds number with NOSE 4 - 60 ° INBOARD
blowing Jet, Q=27 psf (Rn=0.636x106) and Q=10 psf
(Rn=0.387x106), 60 ° AOA
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'"' ....... I ......... I ..... + RUN 1117 (CM.= 0.0019, RIGHT, Q= 27 PSF)
: ----x ¢-- RUN 1111 (BASELINE, Q = 27 PSF)
...............................' .................................................._ RUN 1112 (CM.= 0.0019, LEFT, 0=27 PSF)
RUN 1127 (Cp= 0.0019, RIGHT, Q = 10 PSF)
..................................................................................._ RUN 1125 (BASELINE, 0 = 10 PSF)
RUN 1123 (Cl_= 0.0019, LEFT, Q= 10 PSF)
_i iiiiiii_iiiiiiii_
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
wb / 2V
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t 1 l i i l i i I i i i i i _. _.-.-l.--J- • L * i i i i t t , t t *
-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
C m
0.8 .... . .... ----_, ,, . .... I .... -I ............
0.6 ...................................................................................................i........................! ...........................................
0.4 .................................................................................................._ ; ...................................................................
o._...................................................................................................i i.................................................i
0 , ..................................................................................................i _ ........................................i.......................
_ _ ill = _ _ _- --.._J
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.......................i .............................................................i 1-- --RUN1172<c.=o oo19,RIG_17-
i ! : i I + RUN 1171 (CI1=0.0011, RIGHT) |:
.................. i ........................ !......................... L.__ i I + RUN 1168 (BASELINE) [_-
i i ..................... i ........ I ---e--- RUN 1!69 (CIx= 0.0011, LEFT)
i i i i I "-'-'4El--- RUN 1170 (Cp.=0.0019, LEFT)
i ZZIII_IITIIIIIIIIIIII
....................... i ........................ _........................ -_................................................ i ......................................................................
.... ,_.... -I........ -_....... _,.............
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
wb / 2V
Figure 36 - Effects of NOSE 6 (flush mounted NOSE 4 - 60 ° INBOARD)
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wb / 2V
C I
0.04 4 ,,, I .... I .... t .... ,,, ,,, I .... I-,,,,
I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_
0.03 " + RUN1172 (C#= 0.0019, RIGHT) ! i
----._-- RUN 1171 (C#= 0.0011, RIGHT) ......................................................... _"........................ _......................
0.02 - _ RUN 1168 (BASELINE)
+ RUN 1169 (Ct_ = 0.0011, LEFT)





-0.04 .................. - i ......... }..... l,.....
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.... L i I --e_ RUN 73, PT 13 (STATIC TEST) I_ '
r._ zo.J i I---B---RUN2_,PT4(ROTARYRuNI085) IE
LEFT LEX _ _ RIGHTLEX
i
J _ i o o o
i ! 0(=51 °
I
- -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75
y/s', Percentage of LEX Span/lO0
(a) Comparison to static test













Forebody right side ___1< __ Forebody left side --_
'F.S. '1'42 .... -_ iiNi4: PP'Tlli_'=ii 0'01'9'"_1 -
i I---43---RUN30:PT6 (Ct_"0.0019,LEFT) Ji
(x=51 °
J I I i i = ] I I I I t L z l___ I i L I [ Ii B I [ i t I I I i
0 90 180 270 360
Azimuth Angle (9, degrees
Cp
-4 _ i i , ,
' h ---45"_ RUN34,PT 1(CP"=0.0019,RIGHT)_ t
F.S 253 i I _ RUN29,PT4(Cv.=0) _ 4
"3- ' -.i.-.l --49--- RUN 30. PT 6 (Cp"= 0.0019. LEFT) !
"1
[ LEFTLEX -- II _- RIGHT,LEX __o........................i ..........._ ........_...........i ; .....i ..........=i ................................2i i _=51
1 .... I............. 4-.... i .... i ..... _-_-I-
-' -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
y/s', Percentage of LEX Span/100
(b) Effect of CI_, (ob/2V = 0












,,_-- Forebody right side - + _ Forebody left side -_
...... +_+++....... f-'' ....... ! .......... t
F.S. 142 [---O--RUN34, PT6(CI_=0.0019, RIGHT) I i .................--fl-
............................................ ----X-_ RUN 29, PT 9 (Cl_ = 0) ...... "_.......................................::_
__._ I 1 E x 1 i _ 1 1 1 i 1 I 1 I i [ i I + i i L i , i + + 1 , t , , I I
0 90 180 270 360







F.S 253 i ! + RUN 34, PT6 {C# =0.0019, RIGHT) I
: ! i I ---X--- RUN 29, PT 9 (Ct_ = 0) II
...................iiiiiiii i;;iiiii i ii i i i!!! i ! i  i i .............+........+ +iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill
- ......................_........................!_ .................i _............._........................i........................ ...........i ..........i ++ + _ , _=slo,,
-F .................... I .............. t.......... +''
-1 -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
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Figure 41 - Effects of SLOT AB blowing slot with sideslip angle of
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Figure 42 - Effects of SLOT AB blowing slot with sideslip angle of
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Figure 43 - Effects of SLOT AB blowing slot (left side only) at Q=10 psf
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Figure 44 - Effects of SLOT AB blowing slot (left side only) at Q=10 psf
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Figure 46 - Comparison of SLOT AB blowing slots (left side only) at
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Figure 60 - Effects of vertical nose strake (Rhino-horn) at sideslip
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Figure 62 - Comparison of "thin" vertical nose strake at Q=10 psf
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